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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.u.</td>
<td>arbitrary units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2t</td>
<td>annexin A2 heterotetramer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAM</td>
<td>a disintegrin and metalloprotease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>bovine serum albumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP</td>
<td>cyan fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAPS</td>
<td>3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethyl-ammonio]-1-propanesulfonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMV</td>
<td>cytomegalovirus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>diffusion coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ddH₂O</td>
<td>double distilled water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMEM</td>
<td>Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>dimethyl sulfoxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPBS</td>
<td>Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECM</td>
<td>extracellular matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdU</td>
<td>5-Ethynyl-2'-deoxyuridine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF</td>
<td>epidermal growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>epidermal growth factor receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM</td>
<td>electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>endoplasmatic reticulum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCRT</td>
<td>endosomal sorting complexes required for transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAK</td>
<td>focal adhesion kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>green fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFR</td>
<td>growth factor receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>hepatitis C virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>human immunodeficiency virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV</td>
<td>human papillomavirus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>heparan sulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPG</td>
<td>heparan sulfate proteoglycan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV</td>
<td>herpes simplex virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF</td>
<td>immunofluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGFR</td>
<td>keratinocyte growth factor receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEL</td>
<td>large extracellular loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mAbs</td>
<td>monoclonal antibodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM</td>
<td>Minimum Essential Medium Eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERS</td>
<td>Middle East respiratory syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>messenger ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSD</td>
<td>mean square displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBSL1</td>
<td>obscurin-like protein 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ori</td>
<td>origin of replication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>phosphate buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS-T</td>
<td>phosphate buffered saline with 0.1 % Tween-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC</td>
<td>Pearson correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFA</td>
<td>paraformaldehyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3K</td>
<td>phosphoinositide-3 kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td>poly-L-lysine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>point spread function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsV</td>
<td>pseudovirus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>red fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>region of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT-PCR</td>
<td>reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>sodium dodecyl sulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS-PAGE</td>
<td>sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL</td>
<td>small extracellular loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>standard error of the mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siRNA</td>
<td>small interfering ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STED</td>
<td>stimulated emission depletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>tetraspanin enriched microdomain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIRF</td>
<td>total internal reflection fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMA-DPH</td>
<td>1-(4-tri-methyl-ammonium-phenyl)-6-phenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene p-toluene-sulfonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vge</td>
<td>viral genome equivalents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Western blot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Summary

Human papillomaviruses (HPV) are small, non-enveloped DNA viruses that infect skin and mucosa tissues. Among the family, HPV16 is one of the most oncogenic subtypes responsible for a variety of cancers, including cervical, anal and head and neck cancers. HPV internalization is a slow and asynchronous process involving many steps and host cell factors. Among these factors is the tetraspanin CD151, which is essential for HPV infection. In microscopy, it colocalizes with viral particles on the cell surface. Moreover, CD151 associates with other host cell factors, notably laminin-binding integrins. While integrin α6 is accepted to have a role during infection, the involvement of integrin α3 remains controversial.

In this study, HPV16 pseudoviruses (PsVs) associated with large assemblies of CD151 at the plasma membrane were studied. Superresolution microscopy revealed that those assemblies are crowds of closely arranged CD151 nanodomains. It could also be observed that integrin α3 and integrin α6 clusters both associate with these nanodomains. CD151 and integrin nanodomains segregate with only their margins being in contact with each other rather than concentrating in the same cluster to form a homogenous protein mixture. In line with this, integrin clusters were similarly densely packed in the PsV associated CD151 assemblies.

Moreover, the functionality of integrin α3 and integrin α6 for HPV infection was verified in a keratinocyte cell model. As in accordance with literature, integrin α6 is a proviral factor mediating host cell binding. More importantly, a role in HPV entry was demonstrated for integrin α3 as well. Integrin α3 mediates internalization rather than virus binding, as knockdown of the protein hardly affected PsV binding but all analysed post-binding steps were reduced. The CD151 assemblies were sites of actin accumulation. Overexpression of tetraspanins seemed to enhance the occurrence and size of the assemblies, possibly by enhancing the availability of TEM components at the cell surface.
Viral entry platforms were shown to be enriched with another tetraspanin, CD63, which is required for intracellular trafficking of the virus. These platforms seem to be very variable in size, invaginating to the cell interior and reaching up to a few micrometres under overexpressing conditions. Moreover, the cytoskeletal adaptor protein OBSL1 was identified as a putative platform component possibly acting as a linker of the platform to cytoskeletal dynamics needed for internalization. Preliminary data indicate that OBSL1 may be recruited to early endocytic structures at the plasma membrane.

Thus, it was concluded that CD151 organizes viral entry platforms containing integrin α3 and α6, forming cluster crowds that associate with viral particles, while both integrins have different functions in viral entry. The crowds also contain additional components like CD63 and actin and may be linked to the cytoskeleton via OBSL1. Since numerous viruses utilize TEMs for viral entry, the concept of a tetraspanin scaffolding several host cell factors to build up an entry platform could be a general model for cell surface architectures utilized by viral particles.
2 Introduction

2.1 Viruses

Viruses are parasitic biological entities that are not considered to be living organisms by most definitions and are very diverse in their characteristics. They can have a DNA or RNA based genome with single- or double-stranded nucleic acids, which is encapsidated by a protein shell called viral capsid. Some viruses have an additional envelope composed of a lipid bilayer and viral membrane proteins. Viruses can be quite variable in size and range from the very small 17 nm sized porcine circovirus \(^1\) to the recently discovered tupanviruses with mean sizes of 1.2 \(\mu\)m \(^2\), which is bigger than numerous bacteria. Regardless of their structural feature, all viruses have one thing in common: they have no metabolism of their own and rely on host cells for their replication.

Viruses are known to infect all domains of life. However, their origin remains controversial. Three models for their evolution are currently discussed \(^3\). The “virus-first” hypothesis, which is based on the lack of cellular homologues for genes of most viruses, claims that viruses were already present before the emergence of cellular organisms. The “reduction hypothesis” states that viruses were originally parasitic cellular organisms that lost their own metabolic activity during their evolution, an assumption supported by the recent discovery of giant viruses that share features of some known parasitic bacteria. The last hypothesis, called “escape hypothesis”, postulates that viruses were once a part of the host cell genome that escaped cellular control and evolved by getting new genes via horizontal gene transfer.

No matter of their evolutionary origin or their structural characteristics, all viruses need to bind to their host cell, get access to the cell interior for replication and escape from their host in order to infect new cells. For all these steps, they also rely on a distinct set of host cell factors.
2.2 The HPV life cycle

All HPVs (human papilloma viruses) are small non-enveloped viruses containing a double stranded DNA genome that encodes for six non-structural proteins (E1, E2, E4, E5, E6 and E7) and two structural proteins (L1 and L2) that form the viral capsid. To date, more than 150 HPV types have been identified in humans. Additionally, dozens of PVs are known to infect other vertebrates. They were classified into five genera based on their DNA sequence homology (see Figure 2.1). Many of these viruses were observed to cause only asymptomatic or benign infections in healthy individuals, indicating that those HPV types are well-adapted to their human host. This characteristic suggests that PVs have evolved with their hosts over a very long period of time. A recent phylogenetic analysis indicates that the most recent common ancestor of the PV backbone, consisting of E1, E2, L1 and L2, can be dated back to 424 million years ago.

Within the phylogenetic tree, the genus Alpha papillomavirus comprises some of the best studied genotypes. This genus includes low-risk and high-risk HPVs. HPVs infect epithelial cells with genotype specific tropism with most types infecting cutaneous or mucosal tissues. Low-risk HPVs are associated with asymptomatic infections and benign tissue lesions such as different types of warts and other skin abnormalities. These cutaneous lesions are quite common but in general self-limiting, not life threatening and can be cleared by the immune system. In contrast to high-risk HPVs, these viruses are not linked with malignant transformation, except for some immunosuppressed individuals. A report from 2017 estimated that HPVs contribute to 4.5 % of all cancers worldwide. The overwhelming majority of all cervical cancers is attributed to HPVs, with high-risk types HPV16 and HPV18 together causing 71 % of all cervical carcinoma.

Productive infection of HPVs is thought to require a microwound of the multi-layered epithelium in order for the viral particles to get access to the basal cell layer where
they infect basal keratinocytes. After binding to host cells, the viral capsid undergoes conformational changes. A complex cascade of events, involving numerous host cell factors, precedes the formation of an entry receptor complex and endocytosis of the viral particles.

Figure 2.1 The Phylogenetic tree of human papillomaviruses
Human papillomaviruses are classified in five genera. The Alpha genus is the largest group. Strains from this genus can be divided into low-risk cutaneous and mucosal types, and high-risk types like HPV16, which are represented in grey, orange and pink, respectively. Figure taken and modified from reference 10.
After endocytosis, viral particles are directed to multivesicular bodies for capsid disassembly. For HPV to get access to the nucleus where viral replication and transcription occurs, infected cells need to undergo cell cycle progression with breakdown of the nuclear envelope. Hence, productive infection (see Figure 2.2) requires uptake of viruses into mitotically active cells.

Genome replication is initiated via E1, the only HPV protein displaying enzymatic activity. E1 assembles at the viral origin of replication (ori). Efficient genome amplification requires the presence of E2, which acts as a loading factor by simultaneously binding to E1- and E2-binding sites in the viral genome. E1 then initiates genome replication via helicase activity by unwinding the DNA strand. In addition, E1 binds to several proteins of the host cell replication machinery to enable viral DNA amplification. Beside its role in initiating genome replication, E2 also has a major role in regulating viral gene transcription.

The viral gene expression is tightly controlled by the keratinocyte differentiation status. Two main viral promoters have been identified: the early promoter within the regulatory and non-coding long control region that appears to be constitutively active and the late promoter located within the E7 ORF, which is regulated by the cell differentiation status. Beside these two dominant promoters, several other promoters have been found in various HPVs, which highlights the complexity of the viral transcription regulation.

The E6 and E7 proteins are expressed soon after infection from the early promoter in the lower epithelial layers. In high-risk HPVs, E6 and E7 are thought to drive cell cycle progression and proliferation and to bind tumour suppressor proteins, which in turn induce their degradation. By driving cell proliferation, they promote viral genome amplification. HPV genome can integrate into the host cell DNA, occasionally disrupting the E2 gene, which normally represses the expression of E6 and E7. In turn, the oncogenic proteins E6 and E7 accumulate, promoting cancer formation.
2 Introduction

Figure 2.2 The productive life cycle of high-risk HPVs
A microwound allows HPV to access the basal cells of a multi-layered epithelium. In the infected basal cells, the viral genome is maintained at low copy numbers. Subsequent cellular division pushes daughter cells to the above lying epithelial layers. The migration process leads to life cycle progression of the virus. In the lower epithelial layers, cell cycle progression and division is triggered by the expression of viral E6 and E7 genes (cells marked by red nuclei). Genome amplification takes place in mid layers, as proteins from the DNA replication machinery and E4 accumulate (E4 expressing cells marked in green). In the E4-positive cells of the uppermost epithelial layers, the structural capsid proteins L2 and L1 proteins are produced and the viral genomes are packed into the capsid. The arrows on the left side of the figure mark the site of the epithelium where viral proteins are expressed and the different events of the HPV life cycle are listed alongside. The main promotors involved in HPV gene expression are PE: Early promoter, also known as p97 and PL: late promoter, also known as p670. Figure taken and modified from reference 4.

As keratinocyte differentiation is progressing, expression of the E4 protein becomes upregulated 15. It is thought to facilitate genome amplification, virus assembly and release 17. Just like E4, the production of E5 is upregulated during tissue differentiation but at much lower concentrations. E5 is a transmembrane protein that predominantly localizes to ER and Golgi membranes 18 and is thought to be oncogenic. However, E5 is not expressed in all HPV types.
Introduction

Production of the capsid proteins L1 and L2 takes place in the terminally differentiating keratinocytes of the uppermost epidermal layers. The production is thought to be dependent on upregulation of the late promoter and more importantly on a switch in the splice sites of the polycistronic mRNA \(^{10,15}\). L1 and L2 translocate to the nucleus where genome amplification takes place and the viral genome is packed into the self-assembling viral capsid \(^{19}\). The oxidative environment in the upper epithelial layer then allows for the formation of the stabilizing disulphide bonds in the viral capsid \(^{20}\).

2.3 Structure of the human papillomavirus

The L1 protein has a size of approximately 55 kDa. It has the ability to spontaneously form pentamers, which in turn self-assemble to form the viral capsid comprising 72 pentamers. This assembly process is solely dependent on the presence of L1 molecules and does not require any activity of chaperones or other molecules \(^{21}\). The capsid is approximately 60 nm in diameter and displays an icosahedral structure \(^{22}\).

High-resolution cryoelectron microscopy reveals that the capsid has a knobby surface (see Figure 2.3) with each knob representing one L1 pentamer \(^{23}\). The N- and C-terminal ends of the L1 molecule form the valley between the pentameric knobs \(^{24,25}\). Each C-terminus wraps up the surface of a neighbouring pentamer, forming a so-called invading arm. In consequence, each pentamer receives and donates five C-terminal arms from and to neighbouring pentamers, respectively \(^{24}\). The capsid of most papillomaviruses is stabilized by disulphide bonds between the pentamers \(^{26,27}\).
Figure 2.3 High resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of the HPV16 capsid
(A) Representative cryo-EM micrograph of the HPV16 capsid. The particles display a homogenous size of approximately 60 nm. (B) Surface rendered 3D-reconstruction of the HPV16 capsid. The colour indicates the distance from the capsid centre in angstroms. L1-pentamers are visible as knobs protruding from the capsid surface. Figure taken and modified from reference 28.

The L1 protein forms an 8-stranded β-jelly roll structure with prominent loops connecting the individual β-strands (see Figure 2.4). These loop structures are found on the outward top of the pentameric knob and contain the epitopes for most neutralizing antibodies. However, some antibodies were described that detect L1 only after conformational changes or disassembly of the capsid.

While the majority of the viral capsid is composed of L1, it also contains the minor capsid protein L2, which is also ~55 kDa in size but lacks the ability to self-assemble to form viral particles. However, it is co-assembled with L1 in the viral capsid. The HPV capsid can contain up to 72 copies of L2, but naturally produced virions seem to contain substantially lower amounts. It is assumed that most parts of the L2-molecule are hidden under the surface of native viral particles.

Both capsid proteins display DNA binding activity. They have short conserved sequences of positively charged amino acids that can interact with negatively charged DNA in the C-terminus of L1 and in the C- and N-termini of L2. However, this DNA-
binding activity does not seem to be sequence specific, enabling package of a reporter construct in the viral capsid in order to create so-called pseudoviruses (PsVs) \(^{33}\). While it is possible to pack DNA into HPV16 L1-only capsids, L2 seems to be required for intracellular-trafficking of the packaged DNA to the *trans*-Golgi network \(^{34}\) and subsequent accumulation in the nucleus \(^{35}\). The L2-DNA interaction appears to be important for the viral genome to escape from late endosomes, which is an important step in HPV infection \(^{36}\). This escape is achieved by a membrane-destabilizing peptide within the C-terminus of L2 \(^{37}\).

**Figure 2.4 Structure of the L1 monomer and pentamer**

The N- and C-terminal residues of the monomer (left image) are labelled N(20) and C(474), respectively. The β-jelly roll is represented in blue and is composed of 8 β-strands marked by capital letters. The individual β-strands are connected by loops represented in pink and labelled according to the strands they connect. Helices are labelled from h1 to h5. The C-terminal arm is represented in yellow. Five monomers assemble to form a pentamer (right image, top view). Each monomer within the pentamer connects to an adjacent pentamer through its so-called invading C-terminal arm. Figure taken and modified from reference \(^{29}\).
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2.4 HPV binding to host cells and early extracellular events

Over the years, many host molecules were identified to be involved in the infectious entry of HPVs into cells. After initial binding to the cell surface, the viral capsid is assumed to undergo conformational changes and to be transferred to an entry receptor complex for endocytosis. However, the timing of the complex sequence of events at the cell surface and the interplay between the molecules is poorly understood (for a model based on the current knowledge, see Figure 2.5).

HPVs are thought to bind to host cells mainly via heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) present in the secreted extracellular matrix (ECM) or in the epithelial plasma membrane. In particular, syndecan-1 and syndecan-4 were shown to bind HPV16 PsVs in HaCaT keratinocytes. The interaction between the HPV capsid and HSPGs is thought to occur via ionic interactions between negatively charged heparan sulphate chains and positively charged residues within the major capsid protein L1. However, several other cell surface molecules were shown to be able to bind HPV particles, including EGFR and KGFR, laminin-5 and integrin α6. Especially integrin α6 proved to be important for HPV infection or binding in several studies, even leading some authors to speculate it may be the main receptor for HPV binding. However, it remains unclear to what extent each of the involved HPV binding partners contributes to initial binding and there may be some variations between different HPV subtypes. Moreover, the contribution of these molecules could vary between cell types, as different expression patterns may influence their availability.
Figure 2.5 Model for HPV extracellular interactions in a dynamic wounded microenvironment

(A). Endogenous cellular functions occurring in the absence of HPV. Complexes on the surface of basal epithelial cells, containing Sdc1, CD151 tetraspanin and α6β4 integrin, interact with LN332 (also called laminin-5) and thereby provide anchorage to the ECM. (i.) MMPs and ADAM proteases are activated via proprotein convertases like furin. (ii) These proteases in turn release membrane-bound GFs and extracellular domains of HSPG, including Sdc1 and Sdc4 present on the cell surface or in the ECM (dotted arrows). (iii.) The HSPG ectodomains can bind soluble GFs, which are released by (iv.) heparanases and proteolytic cleavage of LN332. (v.) Signalling pathways are activated via GFR-GF binding. For example, the trafficking of A2t to the cell surface is triggered by the activity of Src, which is mediated via EGFR activation. (B). HPV makes use of cellular functions. After HSPG binding, viral capsid proteins are cleaved by KLK8 and furin. Bound viruses are supposed to be released by sheddase activity. Released capsids are coated by GFs and HS (iv.) and interact with the secondary receptor complex (v.). Alternatively, viruses may associate directly with soluble HS-GF complexes and bind directly to the secondary receptor complex bypassing primary receptors (vi.). Figure taken from reference 39.
Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), a disintegrin and metalloproteinases (ADAMs) and heparinases proved to be important for HPV infection, due to their activity in cleaving and releasing HS-containing ectodomains of HSPGs and growth factor (GF) precursors, a process called “ectodomain shedding”. ECM and cell-bound HPV particles are released by this shedding activity and remain associated with HS and GFs. Interestingly, shedded virions, which are coated with these HS-GF-complexes, can infect cells lacking HSPGs, indicating that HS-GF-HPV association render virions infectious. The precise sheddases that release HSPG associated viral particles are not known. However, ADAM17 was shown to be required for shedding GFs and thereby modulating HPV infection indirectly. Some studies suggest that HPV virions obtained from organotypic derived tissues or pre-treated with conditioned medium from furin-overexpressing cells do not need cell-bound HSPGs for infection. This may be due to HS and GFs being present in the viral inoculum. Therefore, the precise role of target cell HSPGs for the infectivity of HPV released from lesions in vivo needs to be investigated.

It is believed that the viral capsid undergoes conformational changes mediated by initial cell-surface binding that results in exposure of the N-terminus of the minor capsid protein. These conformational changes are believed to be induced by L1-binding to HSPGs and are required for efficient infectious endocytosis. In these studies, evidence for the conformational changes mainly comes from binding of monoclonal antibodies raised against L1 and L2 epitopes only accessible after virus binding to HS or to the cell-surface. Moreover, subsequent proteolytic capsid processing was shown to be facilitated by capsid interactions with HS, suggesting a facilitated exposure of cleavage sites. These HS binding sites are scattered across the surface loops of L1 (see L1 structure, Figure 2.4). More recently, a cryo-EM study confirmed that L2, which is predominantly buried below the capsid surface (see section 2.3), becomes more exposed on the capsid-surface after treatment of viral
particles with heparin. However, the study only found minor alterations in the L1 conformation, suggesting that L2 contributes to heparin binding and initial conformational changes. Capsid conformational changes resulting in L2 exposure were shown to also be facilitated by the activity of cyclophilins, which are peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerases. Extracellular alterations of the capsid also involve the activity of kallikrein-8, which cleaves the L1-molecule, and are required as well for L2 exposure and proper endocytosis.

After undergoing these conformational changes, it is assumed that HPV particles are transferred to a non-HSPG secondary or co-receptor complex possibly involving GFs and GFRs, either by shedding of HS-GF-coated capsids or by reduced capsid affinity to primary HS-binding sites. However, the nature of this secondary receptor complex remains poorly understood, but seems to involve tetraspanin enriched microdomains (TEMs).

### 2.5 Tetraspanin enriched microdomains

Tetraspanins are a family of small membrane proteins mainly localizing to the plasma membrane. They consist of four transmembrane domains that give tetraspanins their name, a small and a large extracellular loop (SEL and LEL), a short intracellular loop and C- and N-terminal cytoplasmic tails (see example depicted in Figure 2.6). Tetraspanins are expressed in nearly all multicellular organisms. In humans, 33 tetraspanins have been identified.
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Figure 2.6 Structure of tetraspanin CD151
Schematic representation of the tetraspanin CD151. Tetraspanins have four name-giving transmembrane domains (purple). The LEL is supposed to be responsible for most direct protein-protein interactions and contains a constant region (helices A, B, E; in blue) and a variable region (helices C, D; in red). Key amino acid residues responsible for CD151-integrin interactions are marked in green. The LEL is stabilized by three disulphide bonds between cysteine residues (in yellow). Cytoplasmic tails contain N-glycosylation (in grey) and palmitoylation sites (in pink). Figure taken and modified from reference 65.

Their most prominent characteristic is the ability to laterally interact with one another and numerous other partner proteins in high copy number, forming large networks of interaction called tetraspanin enriched microdomains or tetraspanin web 66. This concept initially comes from biochemical experiments, showing that some complexes involving tetraspanins were resistant to certain detergents 67,68. Based on their resistance to these detergents, the formation of the tetraspanin web was initially proposed to rely on three levels of interaction 69. The first level of interaction refers to
direct interactions, which are maintained in stringent detergents and comprise tetraspanin-tetraspanin associations as well as associations of tetraspanin with other transmembrane proteins. These heteromeric interactions for example include the association of CD151 with laminin-binding integrins \(^{68,70}\), CD9 and CD81 with EWI-proteins \(^{71}\) and CD81 with CD19 \(^{72}\). The second level of interaction refers to protein-protein interactions only maintained in less stringent detergents. Here, primary complexes are thought to mutually assemble into higher order secondary networks. This web formation is based on the ability of different types of tetraspanins to associate with each other. By recruiting different primary complexes into TEMs, tetraspanin could organize different components into a functional platform. The last or tertiary level of interaction involves very weak interactions, which are only detectable in very weak detergents like CHAPS. These interactions may be dependent on lipids as tetraspanins were shown to associate with cholesterol or ganglioside \(^{73}\). However, the contribution of lipids to tetraspanin web formation is unclear, although they may be involved in its stabilization \(^{74}\).

In any case, this is a rather descriptive classification with little information about the functionality of the interactions. Therefore, a more recent model proposes the classification of tetraspanin interaction with respect to their contribution to tetraspanin web formation: intramolecular interactions necessary to maintain tetraspanin structure, interactions that support tetraspanin web formation and interactions that add functional partners to the web \(^{66}\).

Within the intramolecular interactions, the correct folding of the LEL, which is stabilized by the formation of disulphide bridges and hydrophobic interactions within the LEL, is of particular importance as most intermolecular interactions of tetraspanins are thought to be mediated via this domain \(^{66}\). It was also proposed, that binding of cholesterol in a pocket formed by the transmembrane domains has an influence on the conformation of the LEL \(^{75}\).
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Intermolecular interactions of tetraspanins can be classified into three different types as shown in Figure 2.7. Specific tetraspanin-tetraspanin interactions were shown to be mediated by the short δ-domain within the LEL for CD81. In the case of CD9, it was demonstrated that transmembrane domains 1 and 2 contribute to CD9-CD9 interactions. Palmitoylation of cytoplasmic cystein residues of tetraspanin also contributes to tetraspanin-tetraspanin interactions, as removal of palmitoylation sites proved to reduce association of different tetraspanins. Moreover gangliosides and cholesterol also seem to have a role in promoting tetraspanin-tetraspanin interactions.

Due to their association with numerous partner proteins, including integrins and IgG superfamily members, and their broad expression range, tetraspanins are involved in a broad range of cellular processes like signal transduction, cell proliferation, adhesion, and migration. In order to associate with specific sets of partners, there must be a great variability between individual tetraspanins. The most variable part in the tetraspanin structure is the LEL, as was established by comparing sequences of different tetraspanins. Indeed, it was demonstrated that CD151 binds to integrin α3 via its LEL in a very stable and stoichiometric manner. This supports the notion that the specificity of primary interactions is mainly modulated via the LEL. A recent study employing superresolution stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy found that several tetraspanins formed individual nanocluster in the plasma membrane with diameters of about 100 – 200 nm. Interestingly, these tetraspanin nanodomains were closer to domains containing their reported interaction partner than to nanodomains from different tetraspanins, which could reflect the different strength of the interactions mentioned above. However, it should be noted that beside their role in tetraspanin-tetraspanin interactions, palmitoylation, cholesterol and gangliosides were also shown to stabilize tetraspanin-partner interactions.
Figure 2.7 Model for intermolecular interactions of tetraspanins
(A) Different factors contribute to the stability of tetraspanin–tetraspanin interactions. Interactions include direct protein-protein interactions between the δ-loops and transmembrane domains of individual tetraspanins, palmitoylation of cytoplasmic tails, cholesterol and gangliosides. (B) The LEL is supposed to mediate most tetraspanin–partner interactions (a few examples of tetraspanin partners are indicated on the left). Palmitoylation, cholesterol and gangliosides stabilize interactions of tetraspanin with their non-tetraspanin partners. (C) Tetraspanins were shown to interact with cytosolic proteins via their N- and C-terminal cytoplasmic tails. Some examples for interactions of tetraspanins with cytoplasmic proteins (blue) are indicated. Figure taken from reference 66.
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In addition to their role in organizing partner molecules in the plasma membrane, tetraspanins were further shown to exhibit some cytoplasmic interactions. Examples of such direct interactions include the interaction of the N-terminus of CD53 with PKC-β, which is important for B-cell receptor signalling, the association of Rac GTPase with the C-terminus of CD81, an important step in cell migration, and the association of syntenin with the C-terminus of CD63. These examples point out that tetraspanins not only organize plasma membrane events but also scaffold cytosolic factors making them key regulators of signalling and trafficking processes.

With respect to their broad and ubiquitous expression in a great variety of tissues, it is not surprising that tetraspanins were soon found to be associated with numerous pathological processes, like host-pathogen interactions. There, the role of tetraspanins is best characterized for viral infections. TEMs were found to modulate viral binding and entry directly or via TEM associated proteins for numerous viruses, including coronavirus, influenza A virus, hepatitis C virus (HCV), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and notably HPV.

2.6 Tetraspanins in endocytosis and trafficking

A few tetraspanins were identified that seem to have a key role during the endocytosis and cellular trafficking of their associated partner proteins. An example is the tetraspanin CD63 that has a tyrosine based sorting motif within its C-terminal cytoplasmic tail, which confers a fast rate endocytosis from the cell surface and a predominant localization to late endosomes and lysosomes. Synaptotagmin VII is a partner protein of CD63 and localizes to lysosomes where it regulates their exocytosis. It does not have an own lysosomal sorting motif and requires association with CD63 in order to reach lysosomes. Mutation of the CD63 sorting-motif causes both proteins to accumulate at the plasma membrane. CD63 was also shown
to promote HIV cell entry\textsuperscript{98}, possibly by targeting HIV co-receptors like CXCR4 to the plasma membrane\textsuperscript{102}. Moreover, the internalization of the H,K-ATPase β-subunit relies on its interaction with CD63\textsuperscript{103}.

CD151 was also shown to be present in intracellular compartments\textsuperscript{104}. Notably, CD151 was found to co-accumulate in the same endocytic compartments as its associated laminin-binding integrins\textsuperscript{105}. Similarly to CD63, CD151 has a endocytosis/sorting motif within its C-terminal cytoplasmic tail and mutation of this motif attenuates CD151 internalization\textsuperscript{105}. Noteworthy, this reduced CD151 endocytosis is accompanied by a lowered internalization of integrins\textsuperscript{105}, indicating that this tetraspanin modulates integrin trafficking and function.

TSPAN15 and other so-called C8 tetraspanins were observed to regulate the cellular distribution and maturation of their partner protein ADAM10\textsuperscript{106}. Overexpression of TSPAN15 was associated with promotion of ADAM10 cell surface localization, its exit from the ER and stabilization of its active form. Knockdown of TSPAN15 on the other hand is associated with a reduction in ADAM10 maturation and cell surface localization\textsuperscript{107}.

These examples show that tetraspanins are involved in the trafficking and internalization of molecules that are associated with them. Thereby, they could regulate the availability of cell surface receptors required for virus binding or promote the endocytosis of viral particles, which are associated with TEMs, making them key regulators of viral entry.

2.7 The tetraspanin web in HPV infection: an entry and trafficking platform?
As mentioned above, tetraspanins are suspected to be part of the secondary receptor complex. The involvement of TEMs in HPV infection initially derives from studies analysing the unusual endocytic pathway of HPV\textsuperscript{31,108}. The studies found similar
endocytic requirements for several oncogenic HPV subtypes. Knockdown of clathrin, which controls many endocytic pathways, and dominant inhibitors of clathrin-mediated endocytosis had no effect on viral endocytosis. Likewise, caveolin, another protein commonly mediating endocytosis, does not seem to be involved in the process. Viral particles did not colocalize with caveolae structures on the cell surface, cells with low levels of caveolin were efficiently infected and an inhibitory caveolin mutation as well as caveolin knockdown did not prevent infection. In line with this, inhibition and knockdown of dynamin, which is a GTPase required for caveolae and clathrin mediated endocytosis, did not inhibit HPV infection. However, actin polymerization is required for infection and scission of endocytic vesicles, as cytochalasin D was observed to block this process.

These studies found that knockdown of tetraspanins and antibodies raised against tetraspanins inhibited infection by HPV, which was confirmed by subsequent investigations. HPV was found to colocalize with domains containing CD151 and CD63 on the cell surface, while colocalization increased with incubation time. HPV was observed to colocalize with large assemblies of CD151, CD63, and CD81. However, CD81 plays a less important role for infection. Subsequent analyses showed that CD151 was required for endocytosis and TIRF-measurements indicate that only viruses, which are associated with CD151 assemblies, undergo endocytosis. The functionality of the tetraspanin seems to rely on its association with integrins, as CD151-mutants that are unable to associate with integrins fail to support infection. This could support the notion that CD151 controls the formation of an integrin-containing tetraspanin web that is utilized by HPV. On the other hand, CD63 interacts with the major capsid protein L1 but is dispensable for endocytosis and seems to be required for intracellular virus trafficking in a complex with syntenin. Following endocytosis, HPV is found in CD63-positive vesicles recruiting syntenin. The association of CD63 with syntenin is crucial for HPV intracellular trafficking, as CD63...
mutants that are impaired in their ability to interact with syntenin are unable to support infection \(^{112}\). Syntenin mutants that do not interact with CD63 are likewise inhibitory for infection. This CD63-syntenin complex was observed to control the routing of internalized HPV to multivesicular bodies \(^{112}\) before viral DNA gets to the trans-Golgi network \(^{34}\). However, CD63 already colocalizes with CD151 as well as with HPV at the plasma membrane \(^{31}\), which may indicate that both tetraspanins could be incorporated in the same tetraspanin web.

CD151 was shown to regulate cytoskeletal actin reorganization with a possible involvement of integrin signalling \(^{113,114}\). This is particularly interesting, as integrin signalling involving focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and phosphoinositide-3 kinase (PI3K) is activated during HPV infection \(^{47,115}\). Actin polymerization has been shown to be required for scission of endocytic vesicles from the plasma membrane \(^{109}\). However, some kind of molecule has to connect the actin cytoskeleton to the entry complex in the plasma membrane, similarly to ezrin-radixin-moesin (ERM) proteins that connect CD81 and tetraspanin interaction partners to the actin cytoskeleton \(^{116}\). The cytoskeletal adaptor obscurin-like protein 1 (OBSL1) \(^{117}\) could be such a molecular linker, as it colocalizes with CD151, interacts with the minor capsid protein L2 and is required for HPV endocytosis \(^{118}\). However, it is not known if OBSL1/L2 interaction occurs at the cell surface or intracellularly and its function in connecting the tetraspanin web to intracellular dynamics remains to be demonstrated.

As mentioned earlier, HPV was found to bind KGFR and EGFR. Moreover, GFR signalling is required for infection \(^{43,51}\) and EGFR colocalizes and directly interacts with CD151 \(^{51,119}\). Colocalization of HPV with EGFR (and CD151) was shown to be promoted by ADAM17 activity, probably via shedding of growth factors \(^{51}\). This further suggests that EGFR is part of the secondary receptor complex alongside with CD151.

For a long time, the minor capsid protein L2 was not known to have a role in events on the cell surface, despite its critical role for infection \(^{38}\). This changed with the discovery
of the annexin A2 heterotetramer (A2t) as an additional host cell factor that binds to L2 and proved to be required for HPV infection\textsuperscript{120}. A2t is composed of two annexin A2 and two S100A10 subunits and is proposed to have roles in numerous cellular processes, including exocytosis, endocytosis, membrane organization and linking of the cytoskeleton to the plasma membrane\textsuperscript{121}. Virus contact to host cells results in the activation of EGFR signalling\textsuperscript{43} that in turn leads to the phosphorylation and translocation of annexin A2 to the plasma membrane where HPV binds to A2t\textsuperscript{122}. A2t seems to have a dual role during infection, as antibodies raised against the annexin A2 subunit prevent virus internalization while antibodies raised against the S100A10 subunit block infection at the level of intracellular trafficking. Interestingly, the colocalization of A2t and CD63 was recently shown to increase upon incubation with HPV particles\textsuperscript{123}, indicating that the tetraspanin and A2t may be cointernalized from the plasma membrane via HPV endocytosis. This could point to the possibility that A2t is also part of the tetraspanin web or that it may be recruited there by binding to HPV particles. It is possible that additional components of the endocytic trafficking machinery could also be recruited by tetraspanins, for instance components of the ESCRT sorting machinery, which were shown to be required for HPV infection\textsuperscript{124,125}. Noteworthy, the routing of tetraspanins to exosomes was recently shown to be dependent on ESCRT-sorting\textsuperscript{126}, pointing towards the possibility of interactions between tetraspanins and ESCRT components.
Figure 2.8 HPV16 endocytosis and trafficking to multivesicular bodies
The entry receptor complex contains tetraspanins, annexins, integrins and growth factor receptors. After binding to the complex, HPV16 is internalized via a poorly characterized clathrin-, caveolin-, dynamin-independent endocytic process, which is dependent on actin dynamics. Endocytosis requires the presence of the cytoskeletal adaptor protein OBSEL1, annexin A2 heterotetramer and tetraspanin CD151. Endosomes traffic to multivesicular bodies in a CD63- and syntenin-1-dependent manner, also involving ESCRT components. Figure taken from reference 9.

In summary, all these observations suggest that numerous HPV associated host cell factors can be related to TEMs. The tetraspanin web could be organized by tetraspanin CD151 as the central key player, which recruits the functional factors for viral binding and endocytosis (see Figure 2.8), and tetraspanin CD63 that could organize the components of the intracellular trafficking machinery. However, it remains unknown how all these components coordinate in time and space during HPV entry thereby shaping the architecture of the viral entry platform.
Aim of the study

The cell-surface binding and internalization process of human papillomaviruses is a complex multi-step process that is not yet fully understood. To date, numerous host cell factors were identified that are required for mediating host cell binding and virus endocytosis. However, little is known about how these molecules are coordinated in time and space on the cell surface. It is possible that the virus associates with specific domains on the plasma membrane. Among the proviral host cell factors is the tetraspanin CD151, which is known to interact with laminin-binding integrins.

i) The first aim was to study the nano-architecture of CD151 domains at superresolution. It was verified if integrins can be found in these domains and how the molecules assemble with each other in the plasma membrane. Moreover, it was investigated whether HPV particles associate with specific domains of the host cell membrane that can be identified as viral entry platforms.

ii) The second aim of the study was to establish if integrin α3 has a role in binding or internalization of HPV16 pseudovirions in our keratinocyte cell-line model, comparing it to integrin α6, which is known to contribute to HPV cell-surface binding.

iii) Finally, it was investigated if the viral entry platforms are linked to the actin cytoskeleton and if additional components can be found in these structures.
4 Materials and Methods

4.1 Material

If not stated otherwise, standard chemicals, reagents and consumables used in this study were obtained from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), Sigma-Aldrich (Hamburg, Germany), Biochrom (Berlin, Germany), Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA), PAN Biotech (Aidenbach, Germany), Sarstedt (Nümbrecht, Germany), Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA), VWR (Darmstadt, Germany), Labomedic (Bonn, Germany), Eppendorf (Hamburg, Germany), or Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA).

4.1.1 Appliances

Table 4.1 Appliances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inverted microscope CLIPSE TS100, CFI60 Infinity Optical System</td>
<td>Nikon, Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>Brightfield microscope for cell culture purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympus IX81-ZDC fluorescence microscope, MT20E illumination system</td>
<td>Olympus, Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>Epifluorescence microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easy3D STED module coupled to Olympus IX83 confocal microscope</td>
<td>Abberior Instruments, Göttingen, Germany / Olympus</td>
<td>STED and confocal microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey® CLx Imaging System</td>
<td>Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE</td>
<td>Western Blot Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonopuls HD 2070</td>
<td>Bandelin, Berlin, Germany</td>
<td>Sonifier for membrane sheet generation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.1.2 Buffers and solutions

All buffers and solutions were prepared using double distilled water (ddH₂O) and autoclaved or sterile filtered if necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.2 Compositions of buffers and solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate buffered saline (PBS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonication buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytomix solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS sample buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS running buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towbin buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocking buffer for Western blot / antibody dilution for Western blot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western blot washing buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) stock solution (20x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraformaldehyde (PFA) stock solution / fixative solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeabilization buffer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.3 Cell culture media and reagents

**Table 4.3 Cell culture media and reagents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMEM high glucose (4.5 g/l)</td>
<td>cat# P04-03550, PAN Biotech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM</td>
<td>cat# P04-08509, PAN Biotech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal bovine serum</td>
<td>cat# S0615, Biochrom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin-streptomycin solution (10,000 U/ml Penicillin, 10 mg/ml Streptomycin)</td>
<td>cat# P04-04-07100, PAN Biotech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trypsin solution</td>
<td>cat# P10-0231SP, PAN Biotech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPBS</td>
<td>cat# P06-36500, PAN Biotech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAiMAX Lipofectamine transfection reagent</td>
<td>cat# 13778100, Invitrogen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.4 Kits

**Table 4.4 Kits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neon™ Transfection System 100 μL Kit</td>
<td>cat# MPK10096, Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdU Click-488</td>
<td>cat# 7773.1, Carl Roth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.1.5 Plasmids

Table 4.5 Plasmids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of construct</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Backbone</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD151-GFP</td>
<td>Reference 48</td>
<td>pEGFP-C1, Clontech Laboratories, Mountain View, CA</td>
<td>CD151 N-terminally tagged with EGFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD151-RFP</td>
<td>Reference 76</td>
<td>pEGFP-C1, Clontech Laboratories</td>
<td>CD151 C-terminally tagged with RFP*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD63-GFP</td>
<td>Reference 112</td>
<td>pEGFP-C1, Clontech Laboratories</td>
<td>CD63 N-terminally tagged with EGFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5-OBSL1</td>
<td>Reference 127</td>
<td>pCDNA3.1, Invitrogen</td>
<td>OBSL1 N-terminally tagged with V5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* here, CD151 was fused at its C-terminus to RFP via PCR, EGFP was removed from pEGFP-C1 via restriction enzymes

4.1.6 Primary antibodies and nanobodies

Table 4.6 Primary antibodies and nanobodies, IF: immunofluorescence; WB: western blot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name / name</th>
<th>Host species / clonality</th>
<th>Origin / supplier</th>
<th>Application / dilution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPV16 L1, K75</td>
<td>Rabbit, polyclonal</td>
<td>Reference 128</td>
<td>IF, 1:1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV16 L1, 16L1-312F</td>
<td>Mouse, monoclonal</td>
<td>Reference 41</td>
<td>IF, 1:200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV16 L1, L1-7</td>
<td>Mouse, monoclonal</td>
<td>Reference 129</td>
<td>IF, 1:500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV16 L1, CamVir1</td>
<td>Mouse, monoclonal</td>
<td>cat# NB100-2732, Novus Biologicals, Centennial, CO</td>
<td>WB, 1:2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD151, 11G5A</td>
<td>Mouse, monoclonal</td>
<td>cat# MCA1856, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA</td>
<td>IF, 1:100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### 4.1.7 Secondary antibodies

**Table 4.7 Secondary antibodies, IF: immunofluorescence; WB: western blot**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target species</th>
<th>Host species</th>
<th>Fluorophore</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Application / dilution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mouse, alpaca,</td>
<td>Donkey,</td>
<td>AlexaFluor488</td>
<td>cat# A-21202, Invitrogen</td>
<td>IF, 1:200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coupled to Atto488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse, alpaca,</td>
<td>Donkey,</td>
<td>AlexaFluor594</td>
<td>cat# A-21203, Invitrogen</td>
<td>IF, 1:200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coupled to Atto594</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal</td>
<td>Species</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Antibody ID</td>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>STAR RED</td>
<td>cat# STRED-1001,</td>
<td>Abberior GmbH, Göttingen,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>AlexaFluor488</td>
<td>cat# A-11034,</td>
<td>Invitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>donkey</td>
<td>AlexaFluor594</td>
<td>cat# ab150064,</td>
<td>Abcam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>STAR RED</td>
<td>cat# STRED-1002,</td>
<td>Abberior GmbH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>Atto647N</td>
<td>cat# 40839,</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>IRDye 800CW</td>
<td>cat# 925-32210,</td>
<td>Li-Cor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>IRDye 680RD</td>
<td>cat# 925-68071,</td>
<td>Li-Cor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>IRDye 800CW</td>
<td>cat# 925-32211,</td>
<td>Li-Cor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.8 Pseudoviruses

PsVs and EdU-PsVs were kindly provided by Luise Florin and produced as described in reference \(^{130}\). Very briefly: expression plasmids containing HPV16 L1 and L2 proteins were cotransfected with a luciferase reporter plasmid into HEK 293TT cells. For EdU-PsVs, culture medium was supplemented with 5-ethynyl-2'-deoxyuridine (EdU) to enable the staining of the reporter plasmid DNA employing click-chemistry. The reporter plasmid is encapsidated by the HPV16 capsid proteins L1 and L2. Cells are lysed, PsVs/EdU-PsVs are purified via gradient centrifugation and PsVs are quantified via RT-PCR of the reporter plasmid and the amount is expressed as viral genome equivalents (vge).

4.1.9 Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ImageJ</td>
<td>Wayne Rasband, National Institute of Health, USA (open source)</td>
<td>Image analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA</td>
<td>Data analysis and organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphpad Prism</td>
<td>GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA</td>
<td>Data plotting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OriginPro</td>
<td>OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA</td>
<td>Data plotting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Illustrator</td>
<td>Adobe Inc., San José, CA</td>
<td>Assembly of Figures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Cell culture

Passaging and cultivation of HaCaT and HepG2 cells

In this study, HaCaT and HepG2 cells were employed. The HaCaT human immortalized keratinocyte cell-line was obtained from Cell Lines Services (Eppelheim, Germany). HaCaT cells were cultivated using high glucose (4.5 g/l) DMEM (cat# P04-03550 PAN Biotech, Aidenbach, Germany) supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum (cat# S0615, Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) and 1 % penicillin-streptomycin working solution (cat# P06-07100, PAN Biotech). HepG2 cells (Cell Lines Services) were cultivated in MEM (cat# P04-08509, PAN Biotech) supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum and 1 % penicillin-streptomycin. Both cell lines were kept at 37 °C and 5 % CO2. Cells were grown to confluence and passaged by trypsination. For this, cells were incubated with 1-3 ml trypsin solution (cat# P10-0231SP, PAN Biotech) for approximately 10 min (HaCaT) or 2 min (HepG2) at 37 °C. Trypsin activity was arrested by adding 4 - 12 ml of the respective growth medium and the cells were vigorously resuspended. Cells were split approximately 1:5 - 1:10 for HaCaT and 1:8 - 1:16 for HepG2. Cells were passaged every 3-4 days.

Cleaning of coverslips

For microscopic experiments, cells were grown on high precision glass coverslips (cat# 0117650, Paul Marienfeld GmbH, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany) placed in six-well plates. Coverslips were cleaned and sterilized. To achieve this, coverslips were incubated in 1M HCl for 1 h under constant agitation. Afterwards, HCl was discarded and coverslips were extensively washed with distilled H2O, followed by incubation with 1M NaOH under constant agitation. Coverslips were washed again and incubated with 100 % ethanol for 1 h. Coverslips were then either baked at 180 °C and kept sterile or
kept in 70% ethanol until they were placed in six-well plates and coated with PLL solution (0.1 mg/ml) for 30 min. Afterwards, the solution was removed and coverslips were dried for at least 1 h, followed by 20 min sterilization via UV light. Coverslips were kept at 4°C until further processing.

**Freezing and thawing of cells**

Cells were trypsinated (see above) and resuspended at a concentration of 2*10^6 cells per ml in growth medium without antibiotics but supplemented with 10% DMSO. The cell suspension was then transferred to cryovials (1 ml per vial), placed in a “Mr. Frosty” freezing container (cat# 5100-0001, Thermo Fisher Scientific) filled with isopropanol and frozen by storing the container at -80 °C for 24 h. Afterwards, cryovials were transferred to a liquid nitrogen tank for long-term storage.

For thawing, cryovials were quickly warmed up in a water bath at 37°C. Immediately after thawing, the cell suspension was transferred to a falcon tube containing growth medium without antibiotics before being mixed and centrifuged. Supernatant was discarded, cells were resuspended in normal growth medium and transferred to cell-culture flasks for cultivation.

**4.2.2 Transfection of plasmids**

For transfection, cells were detached using trypsin solution as described above. HaCaT cells were transfected using the Gene pulser Xcell electroporation system (Bio-Rad). HaCaT cells were centrifuged, washed using DPBS (cat# P04-36500, PAN-Biotech) and resuspended in cytomix solution. For each transfection, 2*10^6 cells were used and supplemented with 15 µg plasmid DNA, yielding a final volume of 400 µL. For double transfection, 15 µg of each construct were used (30 µg total DNA amount). The cell suspension was transferred to a 4 mm electroporation cuvette and electroporated.
employing the following settings: 200 V, 950 μF and 200 Ω. After electroporation, cells were diluted in growth medium without antibiotics, seeded onto PLL-coated glass-coverslips (~3*10⁵ cells/coverlslip) and allowed to recover for about 30 min at 37 °C before adding growth medium with antibiotics. Cells were incubated approximately 24 h at 37 °C before start of experiments.

HepG2 cells were electroporated using the Neon® electroporation system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The cells were centrifuged, washed with DPBS and resuspended in buffer R (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For each transfection, 2*10⁶ cells were used and supplemented with 12.5 μg plasmid DNA in a final volume of 120 μL. The cell suspension was transferred to a 100 μL gold tip and electroporated with a single pulse of 50 ms and 1200 V. The cells were diluted in growth medium without antibiotics, seeded onto PLL-coated glass-coverslips (~3*10⁵ cells/coverlslip) and allowed to recover for about 30 min at 37 °C before adding growth medium with antibiotics. The cells were incubated approximately 24 h at 37 °C before start of experiments.

4.2.3 Transfection of siRNA

For siRNA transfection, RNAiMAX Lipofectamine transfection reagent (Invitrogen) was used. HaCaT cells were seeded in six-well plates or on PLL-coated glass coverslips at a concentration of approximately 10⁵ cells/well or coverslip and incubated in growth medium at 37 °C overnight. Thereafter, cells were incubated for two days with 30 nM of the respective siRNA using RNAiMAX Lipofectamine transfection reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For each integrin, a pool of two siRNAs with dT-dT overhangs was used; for integrin α3: α3#1 (GCUACAUGAUUCAGCGCAA[dT][dT]) and α3#2 (GUUUGAAGGCUUGGGCAAA[dT][dT]), and for integrin α6: α6#1 (GGAUAUGCCUCAGGUUAA[dT][dT]) and α6#2 (CUGUAAGGAUCCGAAAGA[dT][dT]).
AllStars negative control siRNA (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was used as a non-silencing control. After incubation with siRNA, cells were used for subsequent experiments. For assessing the knockdown efficiency, cells were lysed directly in SDS sample buffer supplemented with 5% β-mercaptoethanol. Lysates were vortexed thoroughly, heated for 10 min at 95 °C and stored at -20 °C until being processed for SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis, analyzing for the content of integrin proteins.

### 4.2.4 SDS-PAGE

Protein samples were analyzed using a stacking gel containing 4% acrylamide and a running gel containing 8% acrylamide (for integrin detection and PsV binding assay) or 12% acrylamide (for L1 cleavage assay). For each gel, samples were loaded together with NEB broad range protein ladder (cat# P7712, New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) as a reference for protein sizes. Gels were run in a MiniPROTEAN Tetra Cell unit (Bio-Rad) in SDS running buffer. Gel electrophoresis started at 70 V until samples had left the stacking gel. Afterwards, voltage was raised to 150 V and gels were run until the reference bands of the protein ladder were properly separated. The stacking gel was discarded and the running gel was transferred to ice-cold Towbin buffer until being processed for Western blotting.

### 4.2.5 Western blotting

After SDS-PAGE, gels were equilibrated for at least 10 min in ice-cold Towbin buffer. Whatman paper and nitrocellulose membrane were incubated in Towbin buffer for 30 min at 4°C. Gels and membranes were mounted in a MiniPROTEAN Tetra Cell equipped with Mini Trans-Blot Module (Bio-Rad) in cooled Towbin buffer under constant buffer agitation. Proteins were transferred for 45 min (L1-cleavage assay and PsV-binding
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After blotting, the membrane was washed for ~ 5 min in PBS and blocked for 1 h using Odyssey blocking buffer (Li-Cor, cat# 927-40000) diluted 1:2 in PBS. Afterwards, nitrocellulose membranes were incubated with primary antibodies diluted in Odyssey blocking buffer diluted 1:2 in PBS-T (PBS supplemented with 0.1 % Tween-20) for 1 h at RT or overnight at 4 °C under constant agitation. Afterwards, membranes were washed four times for about 10 min with PBS-T. Subsequently, membranes were incubated with secondary antibodies (dilution 1:10000 in Odyssey blocking buffer diluted 1:2 with PBS-T) for 1 h at RT under constant agitation. Finally, nitrocellulose membranes were washed three times with PBS-T and one time with PBS for about 10 min, respectively. Blots were imaged using the Li-Cor Odyssey Classic Imaging System employing near-infrared fluorescence imaging (700 nm and 800 nm channels).

4.2.6 L1 cleavage assay

HaCaT cells were seeded in six-well plates at a concentration of approximately 10^5 cells/well and incubated in growth medium at 37 °C overnight. Then, cells were transfected with either integrin α3 siRNA, integrin α6 siRNA or AllStars Negative control siRNA as described above (section 4.2.3). Two days after transfection, supernatant was removed and cells were incubated in growth medium without antibiotics supplemented with PsVs (4*10^7 vge per well) for 24 h at 37 °C. After incubation, supernatant was removed and cells were washed extensively three times with ice-cold PBS. Cells were lysed directly in SDS sample buffer supplemented with 5 % β-mercaptoethanol. Lysates were vortexed thoroughly, heated for 10 min at 95 °C and stored at -20 °C until being processed for SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis. For Western blot, the primary antibodies CamVir1 and 13E5 were used for L1 and actin detection, respectively. In the images, the 25 kDa L1 cleavage product was quantified.
Actin was used as standard for relating the amount of L1 cleavage product to the cell number.

### 4.2.7 PsV binding assay

HaCaT cells were seeded in six-well plates at a concentration of approximately $10^5$ cells/well and incubated in growth medium at 37 °C overnight. Thereafter, cells were transfected with either integrin α3 siRNAs, integrin α6 siRNAs or AllStars Negative control siRNA as described above. Two days after transfection, supernatant was removed and cells were incubated in ice-cold growth medium without antibiotics supplemented with PsVs ($2 \times 10^7$ vge per well). Cells were incubated for 1 h at 4 °C to allow PsV binding in the absence of internalization. After incubation, supernatant was removed and cells were washed extensively three times with ice-cold PBS. Afterwards, cells were scraped from the six-well plate, transferred to a reaction tube and washed three times with ice-cold PBS to remove unbound PsVs. Cells were lysed directly in SDS sample buffer supplemented with 5 % β-mercaptoethanol. Lysates were vortexed thoroughly, heated for 10 min at 95 °C and stored at -20 °C until being processed for SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis. For Western blot, the primary antibodies CamVir1 and 13E5 were used for L1 and actin detection, respectively. In the images, the ~55 kDa L1 protein was quantified. Actin was used as standard for relating the amount of L1 protein to the cell number.
4.2.8 Sample preparation for microscopy

Knockdown cells, overexpressing cells, or untransfected cells grown on glass coverslips were processed directly for sample preparation or after incubation with growth medium without antibiotics supplemented with or without PsVs/EdU-PsVs (4*10^7 vge per well) for different incubation times, ranging from 15 min to 5 h.

Membrane sheet generation

Cells grown on PLL-coated glass coverslips were washed with DPBS and transferred to a Petri dish containing ice-cold sonication buffer. The tip of a sonifier was placed in the buffer right above the coverslip (at a distance of approximately 0.5 cm). Membrane sheets were generated by applying a 100 ms ultrasound pulse at the center of the coverslip, using 100 % and 75 % pulse power for HaCaT and HepG2 cells, respectively. For HaCaT cells, several ultrasound pulses were applied at different coverslip locations, as this cell-line was quite resistant to membrane sheet generation. Afterwards, membrane sheet samples were processed for fixation.

Fixation, permeabilization and blocking

Cells were washed with DPBS and either fixed directly or after membrane sheet generation. Samples were fixed in 4 % PFA in PBS for 30 min at RT. Afterwards, fixative solution was discarded and remaining PFA was quenched with 50 mM NH₄Cl in PBS for 30 min at RT. Permeabilization was performed with 0.2 % Triton X-100 in PBS for 2 min (intact cells) or 1 min (membrane sheets) at RT. Samples were blocked employing 3 % BSA in PBS for 30 min at RT.

In experiments employing the rabbit monoclonal anti-CD151 antibody (section 5.3.2), methanol fixation was employed by incubation with 100 % methanol at -20 °C for 15 min, washed extensively three times with PBS and blocked directly as described above, as methanol fixation bypasses the need for permeabilization. Fixed and blocked
samples were then processed for immunostaining. In experiments where EdU-PsVs were used, an additional step was performed just before blocking the sample. Here, the EdU Click 488 kit (Carl Roth, cat# 7773.1) was used for click-labelling the encapsidated plasmid DNA with fluorescein for 30 min at RT according the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Immunostaining**

Immunostaining was performed on samples blocked as described above. All antibodies were diluted using 3 % BSA in PBS as dilution buffer. Dilutions of primary and secondary antibodies are indicated in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, respectively. Incubation with primary antibodies took place for 1 h at RT or in the case of knockdown experiments and CD151-GFP/integrin α3/integrin α6 triple staining overnight at 4 °C. Incubation with secondary antibodies took place for 1 h at RT. Nanobodies and Phalloidin-iFluor647 (used for F-actin staining, diluted 1:100 from a 100x stock solution in DMSO, cat# ab176759, Abcam) were added during the secondary antibody incubation. If nanobodies were used in the absence of primary/secondary antibody combination, the primary antibody incubation step was omitted. Samples were washed three times with PBS after primary and secondary antibody incubation, respectively. For Epifluorescence microscopy, washed samples were kept at 4 °C in PBS until being imaged. For STED and confocal microscopy, samples were mounted on microscopy slides employing ProLong® Gold antifade mounting medium (Invitrogen, cat# P36930), cured overnight at RT and sealed with nail varnish.

**Samples for determination of the point spread function**

Approximately 2*10^7 vge were added per ml of DMEM and vortexed vigorously. One ml of the solution was added per poly-L-lysine coated glass-coverslip placed in a six-well plate. Coverslips were incubated overnight at 4°C to allow adsorption of PsVs. The
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Samples were washed with PBS and fixed with PFA and quenched as described above. Immunostaining was performed employing the 16L1-312F antibody omitting the permeabilisation step.

4.2.9 Epifluorescence microscopy
Stained samples were imaged directly in microscopy chambers containing PBS supplemented with 1-(4-tri-methyl-ammonium-phenyl)-6-phenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene p-toluene-sulfonate (TMA-DPH; cat# T-204, Invitrogen). TMA-DPH is incorporated in lipid bilayers and therefore enables visualization of cell membranes. Imaging was performed with an Olympus IX81 fluorescence microscope (Olympus) equipped with an 60x 1.49 NA Apochromat oil immersion objective coupled to a 16-bit EMCCD camera (ImagEM C9100-13, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) employing an additional 4x lens. The microscope is equipped with a MT20E illumination system (Olympus) with a 150W xenon lamp using the filter sets DAPI HC (F36-500) for TMA-DPH, EGFP HC (F36-525) for GFP and TRITC HC (F36-503) for Alexa 594 (all filter sets: AHF Analysentechnik, Tuebingen, Germany). Images were acquired using the CellR® (Olympus) software.

4.2.10 STED and confocal microscopy
Confocal and STED microscopy were both performed using the same microscope, which was an Olympus IX83 confocal microscope (Olympus) equipped with an UPlanSApo 100x (1.4 NA) objective (Olympus). Pinhole size was adjusted to 60 µm for all experiments and the pixel size was adjusted to 20-50 nm depending on the experiment.

The antibody L1-7 detects an L1 epitope buried under the surface of the capsid that becomes accessible to immunostaining after intracellular capsid disassembly.
Therefore, for quantification of L1-7 positive intracellular compartments, images were acquired in the focal plane of the cell body where most vesicles displaying L1-7 staining were visible. For visualization of the 3-D extension of large tetraspanin/actin assemblies, z-stacks were acquired recording an image every 400 nm starting from the basal plane of the cell up to 1600 nm above the basal plane. For all other experiments, the focal plane was adjusted to the basal plasma membrane or membrane sheet. A 485 nm laser was employed for exciting Atto488, Alexa488 and fluorescein. Detection of those fluorophores was achieved with the combination of 500-520 nm and 532-558 nm filters. A 561 nm laser was employed for exciting Alexa594 and Atto594. Detection of those fluorophores was achieved with a 580-630 nm filter. A 640 nm laser was employed for exciting Atto647N, STAR RED and iFluor647. Detection of those fluorophores was achieved with a 650-720 nm filter. For STED microscopy, the confocal microscope is equipped with a 4-channel easy3D super-resolution STED optics module (Abberior Instruments) and a time-gated detection with 0.75 ns delay and 8 ns gate width was used. Depletion of fluorophores was performed using pulsed STED lasers 595 nm (Alexa488, Atto488, and fluorescein) and 775 nm (Alexa594, Atto647N, and STAR RED).

4.2.11 Image analysis
Image analysis of micrographs and Western blot images was performed using ImageJ software. For analysis, rectangular/squared regions of interest (ROIs) were used, if not specifically stated otherwise. ROIs were placed in one reference channel and, if needed, propagated to the other respective channels. Freehand ROIs were used, for quantifying total number of PsVs or vesicles per cell base, analyzing fractional overlap between CD151-GFP and actin, calculating intensity and Pearson correlation...
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Coefficient (PCC) of CD63-GFP/CD151-RFP/actin triple-assemblies or measuring band intensities in Western blots.

**Average fluorescence intensity**

For measuring the average fluorescence intensity, ROIs were placed on cells or membrane sheets. The mean signal intensity within this ROI was quantified and corrected for background. Background intensity was taken from ROIs placed outside of the cell or membrane sheet.

**Maxima analysis**

A custom ImageJ macro (developed by Dr. Jan-Gero Schloetel) was used for analyzing maxima or vesicle parameters (size, distance, density, or fluorescence intensity). All maxima parameters were averaged for each individual cell or membrane sheet. Before analysis, images were processed by applying a Gaussian blur with $\sigma = 1$. This procedure reduces pixel noise in the background and therefore improves identification of maxima. A threshold of 1-3 a.u. (depending on the experiment) was set for the detected maxima to be considered for analysis in order to further reduce the chance of including maxima that arise from background signal. The macro uses the ImageJ function “Find maxima” that detects local maxima in a given ROI. The coordinates of those spots were extracted and used for further analysis. The maxima density was calculated by relating the number of detected maxima to the analyzed area. The macro places a circular ROI with a radius of 2 pixels centered to the maxima position and measures the average intensity within this ROI. This value is taken as the maxima mean intensity. The distance between maxima was calculated as follows: for each maximum, the nearest neighboring maximum is determined and the distance between them is calculated and taken as the inter maxima distance. This procedure is
applied for calculating distances within the same channel as well as for distances between different channels.

The size of the maxima was calculated as follows: a vertical and a horizontal 31 × 3 pixels line scan were respectively placed centered to the maxima locations. For each maximum, a Gaussian function was fitted to the intensity profile of both line scans, respectively. Only the fit with the best quality was considered for the determination of the size of the maximum. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian fits was taken as the size of the maximum. If maxima are very close to each other, it is possible that their size is misinterpreted by this procedure. Therefore, only maxima where the peak of the Gaussian fit was located within the central third of the line scan and that have a fit quality of $R^2 \geq 0.8$ were considered.

The viral entry platform (see section 5.3) was characterized using the algorithm described above. Therefore, a 1 µm x 1 µm ROI was placed and centered to the PsV position. As it is possible that dimmer maxima originate from single molecules or unspecific signal, only bright maxima, considered to potentially be protein clusters, were counted, setting 8, 11, 15, and 14 intensity counts as a threshold for CD151-rabbit antibody-, CD151-mouse antibody-, integrin α3-antibody- and integrin α6-antibody stained maxima, respectively.

**Western blot analysis**

In Western blot images, freehand ROIs were drawn around the bands of interest. The band intensity was quantified by measuring the integrated fluorescence intensity within this ROI. Intensities were corrected for background by measuring the intensity in the same ROI moved in a region within the same lane with no visible band and subtracting this background intensity from the respective band intensity. Band signals were normalized to the cell number by relating the intensity of the protein of interest to background corrected actin band signal.
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**Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)**
A custom ImageJ macro (developed by Dr. Jan-Gero Schloetel) was used for calculating the PCC. ROIs were placed in one reference channel and propagated to the other respective channel. The PCC between the channels was calculated within these ROIs. For creating random relationships between the channels, the image of one of the channels was flipped vertically and horizontally within the ROI.

**Fractional signal overlap**
Fractional overlap was calculated using the ImageJ built-in autothresholding function. A value of three intensity counts was subtracted from the image in order to avoid selecting background in images with weak staining. A Gaussian blur (σ = 1) was applied to the image in order to enhance edge detection of structures. The image was segmented by using the autothresholding function “Mean”. The segmented area from one channel was compared to the segmented area from a second (for double colocalization) or a second/third channel (for triple colocalization) and the number of pixels overlapping between the channels was determined. The ratio of pixels of one channel that overlapped with those in the other channel(s) was taken as colocalization (ratio overlapping pixels to total pixels).

**Tracking of PsVs and CD151**
For this analysis, five TIRF movies were kindly provided by Luise Florin from an experiment described and published in reference 48. HPV16 PsVs and CD151-CFP positive particles were tracked with the built-in ImageJ function "Find maxima". A circular ROI with a diameter of 5 pixels was placed and centered at the location of detected maxima and the center of mass of the fluorescence within the ROI was measured for determining the exact object position. The objects were tracked manually over a period of maximally 180 s with a time interval of 6 s between frames.
in order to get the x- and y-positions of the objects over time. The mean of the squared displacements (MSDs) was calculated for each time interval and plotted against the time intervals. For CD151-CFP, this plot indicated unidirectional flow, which was ignored when calculating the diffusion coefficient $D$. $D$ was calculated by fitting a linear regression line to the MSD vs. time interval plot. The slope was equal to four times the apparent diffusion coefficient. $D$ was calculated for each single track and an average diffusion coefficient was calculated.
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5.1 Organization of integrin α3, integrin α6 and CD151 in the plasma membrane

CD151 is required for efficient HPV infection\(^48\) and HPV16 PsVs colocalize with CD151 during infection \(^31\). The laminin binding integrins α3 and α6 have been shown to interact in biochemical experiments with the tetraspanin CD151 \(^70,84,131\). The interaction is particularly strong for integrin α3 \(^84\). Therefore, it is tempting to speculate that these proteins assemble with each other and form complexes in the plasma membrane.

5.1.1 Membrane sheets and STED microscopy

The membrane sheet preparation is a useful tool to study plasma membrane organizations of proteins. By applying a short ultrasound pulse to cells, which adhere to a substrate, it is possible to rip off the apical cell membrane. Thereby, the cytosolic content, such as cytosolic proteins or organelles, can be removed, leaving behind the basal membrane. Figure 5.1 illustrates the preparation of membrane sheets and shows an example of a HaCaT membrane sheet expressing CD151-GFP (Figure 5.1 B). This method facilitates imaging of the plasma membrane with high-signal-to-noise ratio and without background from cytosolic structures close to the basal membrane.

Classical confocal and epifluorescence microscopy are not suitable for studying the nanoscopic organization of proteins due to their diffraction-limited resolution. Therefore, STED microscopy was employed. A STED-microscope is based on a confocal microscope that is equipped with a donut-shaped STED-laser in addition to an excitation laser. After excitation, fluorophores are depleted by the STED-laser.
Figure 5.1 Illustration of the membrane sheet preparation
(A) By applying an ultrasound pulse, the apical membrane and cytosolic structures are ripped off, leaving behind the basolateral membrane. Intracellular compartments and cytosolic content are removed. Only membrane bound invaginations, cytoskeletal elements and other membrane-anchored structures remain. (B) Exemplary image of a plasma membrane sheet generated from a HaCaT cell expressing CD151-GFP. The left panel shows membrane staining with TMA-DPH. The right panel shows overexpressed CD151-GFP. Notably, double membranes are visible at the edges. Figure taken, legend taken and modified from reference 51.
Membrane sheets from cells overexpressing CD151-GFP were fixed and stained for integrin α3 and integrin α6. CD151-GFP fluorescence was enhanced by nanobodies. For the confocal channels, overviews and magnified views are shown. Magnified views are further given for STED micrographs. Magnified views in the left column show raw data, the right column illustrates smoothed images that were used for maxima detection. Circles indicate locations of detected maxima. Images are shown using a linear greyscale lookup table employing an arbitrary scaling. As visible, STED microscopy allows for resolution of larger spots into smaller entities (arrows point to an assembly that is better resolved in the integrin channels). Figure and legend both taken from reference 130.

**Figure 5.2 Illustration of the increase in resolution by STED microscopy**
Only fluorophores in the centre of the ring remain excited. This effect diminishes the size of the excitation point spread function (PSF) and allows getting resolutions below the diffraction limit. The difference between standard confocal and STED imaging of the microscope used in this study is illustrated in Figure 5.2. As can be seen in the STED channel, fluorescent signal is resolved into more but smaller entities, in particular concerning the integrins. Structures that appear to be continuous in diffraction limited images turn out to be closely associated signal maxima. However, it must be kept in mind that the gain in resolution is of course dependent on the imaging conditions like the fluorophore, the signal-to-noise ratio and the power of the depletion laser. In any case, this experimental condition was used for studying the distribution of CD151, integrins and PsVs in the plasma membrane.

5.1.2 Plasma membrane distribution of CD151 and integrins
While suitable antibodies are available for staining endogenous CD151, it was still necessary to turn to overexpressed CD151-GFP for analyzing the organization of the tetraspanin in combination with the integrins. This necessity arises because the available antibodies raised against the integrins originate from the same species as the well working anti-CD151 antibodies. Therefore, it was not possible to perform a triple immunostaining of the endogenous proteins. To exclude certain overexpression artefacts, control experiments performed in collaboration with the Florin group could demonstrate that CD151-GFP is as functional in supporting HPV infection as wildtype CD151. However, it was still unclear how well the construct blends with endogenous CD151. To clarify this issue, HaCaT cells were transfected with CD151-GFP, membrane sheets were generated, fixed, permeabilized, immunostained with anti-CD151 antibody and imaged by epifluorescence microscopy. Only membrane sheets with a distinct GFP fluorescence intensity were recorded (Figure 5.3 A). If CD151-GFP
does not blend into the same domains, GFP and antibody signal will not overlap very well. For analysis, the PCC between GFP fluorescence and antibody staining was calculated \((0.75 \pm 0.09)\). This value is higher than a value obtained previously for a double tagged protein \((0.63)\) and can be taken as a reference. Therefore, it can be concluded that CD151-GFP is incorporated in the same domains as endogenous CD151.

Since overexpression was used to study the distribution of CD151 and integrins, the amount of CD151 added to the system is important. Therefore, supplementary membrane sheets, also without visible GFP signal, were included in the analysis, in addition to those used for calculation of the PCC. The antibody staining intensity of the membrane sheets without GFP marks the level of endogenous CD151. The antibody staining intensity was plotted versus GFP signal intensity (Figure 5.3 B). Compared to the membrane sheet population without visible GFP signal, overexpression increased the CD151 level by about 2.5-fold. However, the individual expression level was highly variable, reaching 5-fold stronger expression level. These values are likely an upper estimate, as membrane sheets with a higher GFP signal were preferentially imaged in order to properly assess the colocalization between GFP signal and antibody signal.

To study the distribution of CD151 and integrins in the plasma membrane, HaCaT cells were transfected with CD151-GFP. Membrane sheets were generated by applying several short ultrasound pulses at different coverslip locations. Afterwards, samples were fixed, permeabilized and immunostained. Integrin \(\alpha3\) and \(\alpha6\) were stained with a primary-secondary antibody combination, while CD151-GFP was enhanced with a nanobody raised against GFP. Membrane sheets exhibiting CD151-GFP staining were subsequently imaged using STED-microscopy.
Overexpressed and endogenous CD151 localize to the same domains

Figure 5.3 Overexpressed and endogenous CD151 localize to the same domains. (A) CD151-GFP was transfected into HaCaT cells. After one day, membrane sheets were generated, fixed, permeabilized, immunostained for CD151 and imaged by epi-fluorescence microscopy. Images are displayed with linear green (CD151-GFP) and red (anti-CD151) lookup tables at arbitrary intensity scalings. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the two channels was calculated (0.75 ± 0.09; value is given as mean ± SD; n = 36 membrane sheets collected from three biological replicates). (B) Plotting of CD151 immunostaining intensity versus GFP fluorescence intensity. In addition to the 36 membrane sheets analysed in A, supplementary membrane sheets, also without CD151-GFP, were included. The average immunostaining intensity of these membrane sheets marks the endogenous CD151. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.

Local signal maxima of integrin α3 and α6 appeared rather spherical and were sharply defined (Figure 5.4 A). Nanobodies are directly coupled with a fluorophore and therefore do not have the same signal strength as a combination of primary and secondary antibodies. This could be the reason why CD151 GFP nanodomains are more diffuse and more background can be distinguished. Hence, maxima number is likely underestimated. As stated in the methods, maxima sizes were determined by centrally placing a line scan on the detected maxima and applying a Gaussian fit to its
intensity profile. Sizes were included in analysis if their fit had a $R^2$ value > 0.8 and if the position of the Gaussian peak was in the central third of the line scan. This filtering process reduces the inclusion of falsified sizes originating from merged maxima structures where maxima are very close to each other and poorly separated. Therefore, the data regarding maxima sizes include only 42.7% (8300 maxima), 62.2% (22623 maxima) and 39.1% (20209 maxima) of all initially detected CD151-GFP, integrin α3 and integrin α6 maxima, respectively. As stated above, CD151 level is substantially increased under overexpression conditions. Hence, it is possible that increasing the protein level has an influence on the maxima characteristics. For verification, the CD151-GFP maxima size and maxima density of individual membrane sheets were plotted against the overall CD151-GFP staining intensity, respectively (Figure 5.4 B, C). Both parameters increased with rising CD151 level. However, the maxima density exhibited a stronger dependency on the expression level than the maxima size.

Analysing the raw data, maxima displayed average sizes of 106 nm, 157 nm and 209 nm for integrin α3, integrin α6 and CD151-GFP, respectively (Figure 5.4 D). As a next step, the relationship between the different proteins was investigated. Nearly half of the integrin α3 signal overlapped with signal from both other components (Figure 5.4. E). The fraction of integrin α6 or CD151-GFP, which overlaps with the respective other two components, was substantially lower. The question arises whether the overlap originates from evenly mixed components or from closely associated but distinct protein clusters. A distance analysis is suitable for tackling this issue, as evenly mixed components would exhibit inter maxima distances close to zero. Clearly segregated maxima, however, would exhibit distances in the range of the maxima sizes.
Figure 5.4 Characteristics of CD151 and integrin maxima
CD151-GFP was transfected into HaCaT cells. One day after transfection, cells were treated for 5 h without or with PsVs (see Figure 5.8), washed, membrane sheets were generated, stained and analysed by three channel STED microscopy. Green lookup table, CD151-GFP visualized by nanobodies (Atto488); red and cyan
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lookup tables, integrin α6 and integrin α3 stained by antibody labelling (STAR RED and AF594, respectively). Images are displayed at arbitrary intensity scalings (linear lookup tables). (A) Large panel, membrane sheet (channel overlay). The white box marks an area from which magnified views of the individual channels are shown. (B and C) Maxima size (B) and density (C) of individual sheets were plotted against the average CD151 intensity. The average (D) maxima size and signal overlap (E) was measured. For (E), for all three channels within a ROI the pixels with an intensity higher than the average ROI intensity were selected. The number of pixels positive in all three channels was related to the number of all positive pixels in one specific channel as indicated. (F) Shortest inter-maxima distances of CD151-GFP to CD151-GFP, integrin α3 or integrin α6. Values are given as means ± SD (n = 60 membrane sheets collected from three biological replicates). Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.

The average distance between the centre of a CD151-GFP maximum to the centre of the next integrin α6 maximum was only 107 nm, whereas distances to the next integrin α3 or CD151-GFP maximum were higher: 144 nm and 315 nm, respectively (Figure 5.4 F). These distances, which rather are in the range of the maxima sizes than close to zero, as well as the comparatively low triple overlap of CD151-GFP and integrin α6 signal point to closely associated but segregated structures rather than to evenly mixed proteins.

5.1.3 Maxima size distribution of integrin α3, integrin α6 and CD151

In Figure 5.4, signal maxima sizes were averaged for each membrane sheet. However, this approach does not allow distinguishing between populations. Are maxima sizes defined or do they cover a wide size range? Are there differences between the three maxima types? To tackle these questions, all individual maxima sizes were pooled and the size distribution for each protein was plotted into histograms (Figure 5.5). As can be seen, CD151-GFP and integrin α6 (Figure 5.5 A, C) cover a wide size range while integrin α3 has a sharper peak, concentrating at smaller maxima sizes (Figure 5.5 B). All three maxima types show a lognormal distribution, in particular for integrin α3 and no
maxima sizes below 50 nm were detected. This might indicate that the used STED-system cannot resolve the sizes of the smallest maxima. Therefore, maxima sizes may be overestimated, especially the size of integrin α3. In addition, maxima are enlarged due to the PSF.

To estimate the PSF of the microscope, PsVs were used. Papillomaviruses have a constant diameter of approximately 60 nm. This makes them a suitable nanoscopic ruler to determine the resolution achieved by the STED-system. It was estimated that the primary-secondary antibody complex increases the diameter of the capsid by roughly 20 nm, as has been observed before in nanoscopy images of microtubuli. Therefore, 80 nm were taken as the physical size. For this reason, HPV16 PsVs were adhered overnight to PLL-coated glass coverslips. Samples were fixed and immunostained. The same dyes and laser powers as in Figure 5.4 were used and confocal and STED images were recorded. In confocal images, the apparent particle size ranges from 236 nm to 315 nm depending on the fluorophore, in accordance with the Abbe diffraction limit (Figure 5.6). In the STED images, the apparent particle sizes are reduced to 121 nm (Atto488), 103 nm (AF594) and 126 nm (STAR RED) (Figure 5.6).

Point spread functions (PSFs) were calculated using the following formula:

\[ PSF = \sqrt{\text{measured size}^2 - \text{physical size}^2} \]

Consequently, the signals in the CD151-GFP, integrin α3 and integrin α6 channels in Figure 5.4 are blurred by PSFs of 91 nm, 64 nm and 97 nm, respectively. Correcting for these effects yields average maxima sizes of 189 nm for CD151-GFP, 84 nm for integrin α3 and 123 nm for integrin α6.
Figure 5.5 Histogram of maxima sizes for CD151, integrin α3 and integrin α6
Based on Figure 5.4, the size distribution of all analysed CD151-GFP maxima (A), integrin α3 maxima (B) and integrin α6 maxima (C) was plotted in histograms (bin size: 25 nm). To ensure proper size determination, maxima sizes were filtered for fit quality of the Gaussian function (see methods). Figure taken from reference 130.
Figure 5.6 Determination of the point spread functions of the STED system
PsVs were adhered to PLL-coated glass coverslips and immunostained using the
dyes Atto488 (used in Figure 5.4 for CD151-GFP labelling; linear green lookup
table), AF594 (used in Figure 5.4 for integrin α3 labelling; linear red lookup
table) and STAR RED (used in Figure 5.4 for integrin α6 labelling; linear magenta
lookup table). All Images are displayed at arbitrary intensity scalings. Maxima
were analyzed as in Figure 5.4. Maxima sizes were used for estimation of PSFs.
Values are given as means ± SD (n = 10 images per dye, each obtained from one
coverslip; in total, the analysis includes 582 - 1461 maxima per dye). Figure
taken, legend taken and modified from reference 130.
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5.1.4 Impact of PsV incubation on the organization of TEM components

Using STED microscopy, it was possible to show that integrin α3 and α6 are closely associated with CD151 maxima on the cell surface as they exhibit short inter-maxima distances. Regarding the functional relevance of CD151 for HPV infection, it is likely that viruses associate with such integrin-rich assemblies defined by CD151. First, the relationship between CD151 maxima and PsVs was studied. HaCaT cells were incubated with PsVs for 15 min. After extensive washing, cells were subsequently further incubated for up to additional 4 h 45 min. Afterwards, cells were washed, fixed, permeabilized, immunostained for CD151 and PsVs and imaged via STED microscopy (Figure 5.7 A).

The fraction of PsVs that was within a distance of 150 nm to the next CD151 maximum was quantified for different time points. A distance of 150 nm was selected for the following reason: considering the average size of a CD151 maximum with ~190 nm (after PSF correction) and PsVs with a size of ~60 nm, a distance of ~150 nm (centre to centre) would still allow for direct contact between CD151 and PsVs. Directly after 15 min incubation time, roughly 30 % of all viral particles were already located within this distance (Figure 5.7 B). This fraction gradually increased with further incubation time, reaching almost 50 % five hours after adding PsVs to the cells. In parallel, the staining intensity of CD151 at the PsV location increased over time (Figure 5.7 C). The staining intensity reached 140 % five hours after initial PsV addition when compared to the value after 15 min incubation time. Therefore, it can be concluded that HPV16 associates with maxima defined by tetraspanin CD151 during the infection process.

A previous study employing TIRF microscopy suggests that CD151 and HPV16 cointernalize at the cell surface. 48 Hence, incubation with PsVs is likely to reduce the cell surface level of TEM components. Figure 5.8 shows the condition applied in the experiment mentioned in the legend in 5.4 where HaCaT cells were incubated with PsVs for 5 h prior to membrane sheet preparation. Here, the staining intensity of
CD151-GFP was indeed slightly dimmer when compared to the condition without PsVs (22 % reduction, Figure 5.8 B). Integrins were diminished as well, but the effect was only significant for CD151-GFP. Interestingly, an increased occurrence of large CD151-GFP assemblies, which also contained signals of both integrins, was observed after incubation with PsVs (Figure 5.8 A, magnified view). This suggests that HPV16 is able to aggregate TEM components on the plasma membrane. However, as PsVs were not visualized in this experiment, it is unclear whether they colocalize with the large assemblies.

**Figure 5.7 Association of PsVs with CD151 maxima**
HaCaT cells were incubated for 15 min with HPV16 PsVs, washed, either fixed directly or after incubation for the indicated time and stained for CD151 (green) and PsVs (red) and imaged via STED microscopy. (A) Representative images for the different time points are shown (linear lookup tables, same arbitrary scalings). (B) Increase of the fraction of HPV16 PsVs that are closer than 150 nm to the next CD151 maximum (n = 3 biological replicates). Values for every sample were expressed as percentage of the total number of PsVs in the given sample. (C) The CD151 intensity at the HPV16 PsV position increases over time (n = 60–65 cells collected from 3 biological replicates). 15 min time point (0:00) was normalized to 100%. All values are given as means ± SD. Unpaired Student’s t-test, comparing control to conditions as indicated (***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05). Figure taken, legend taken and modified from reference 51. Microscopy of the samples and parts of data analysis were performed by Dominik Sons (AG Thorsten Lang).
Figure 5.8 PsVs induce assemblies of CD151-GFP
Experiment from Figure 5.4, showing the condition with PsVs. (A) Large panel, channel overlay showing a membrane sheet generated from a cell incubated with PsVs. Several CD151 assemblies are visible that are less frequent in the absence of PsVs (compare Figure 5.4 A). The white box marks an area from which magnified views from the individual channels are shown. Images are displayed with the same lookup tables and scalings as in Figure 5.4. (B) Mean staining intensities of CD151-GFP, integrin α3 and integrin α6 quantified from membrane sheets generated from cells previously incubated for 5 h without (control) or with PsVs. Values are given as means ± SD (n = 60 membrane sheets collected from three biological replicates). Unpaired Student’s t-tests compare control to PsV (**, p < 0.01). Figure and legend both taken from reference 130.
5.1.5 Influence of integrin knockdown on CD151 distribution and PsV density on the cell surface

As has been shown above, CD151, integrin α3 and integrin α6 maxima associate with each other in the plasma membrane. Moreover, interaction of the laminin-binding integrins with CD151 was previously suggested by biochemical pulldown experiments \(^{70,84,131}\). Hence, it was speculated that expression of integrins might have an influence on CD151 transport to the plasma membrane. To test this hypothesis, HaCaT cells were knocked down for integrin α3 or integrin α6, respectively. The expression of the integrins was silenced using mixtures of two different siRNAs for each integrin. As a non-silencing control, AllStars Negative control siRNA (see methods) was used.

In a first step, the knockdown efficiency of the siRNA mixtures was assessed. HaCaT cells were transfected with the respective siRNAs and cultivated for 48 h. Then, cells were lysed and knockdown efficiencies were quantified using SDS-PAGE followed by Western blotting (Figure 5.9 A, B). Integrin band intensities were normalized to their actin loading control and the value for the control siRNA was set to 100 %. As can be seen, knockdown of both integrins resulted in a very efficient reduction of the protein level by 97 % and 87 % for integrin α3 and α6, respectively (Figure 5.9 C, D). This high knockdown efficiency was used to test how specific the anti-integrin antibodies are in immunofluorescence (the same antibodies were used as in Western blot). For this purpose, membrane sheets were employed (see Figure 5.1). As can be seen, hardly any signal was detected in plasma membrane preparations originating from integrin knockdown cells (Figure 5.9 E, F).
Figure 5.9 Integrin knockdown efficiency

(A - D) HaCaT cells were transfected with control, integrin α6 or integrin α3 siRNA. After 2 days, cell lysates were analyzed for integrin α6 (A and C) or integrin α3 (B and D) by Western blot analysis using actin as loading control. Two lysates per condition are shown. Integrin band intensities were related to actin band intensities. The average of the control lysates for each biological replicate was set to 100%. Values are given as means ± SD (n = 6 - 8 lysates collected from 3 - 4 biological replicates). The unpaired Student’s t-test compares the control to
the knockdown (***, \( p < 0.001 \)). (E and F) Example images from an experiment in which membrane sheets from control and knockdown cells were generated and immunostained for (E) Integrin α6 or (F) integrin α3. Upper panels show membranes visualized by the membrane dye TMA-DPH, lower panels the respective integrin immunostainings. Images are displayed employing greyscale (TMA-DPH) and red (integrins) linear lookup tables. For E and F different scalings were applied, although all panels from one channel in E or F have the same arbitrary scaling. After knockdown, the integrin antibodies hardly recognize any protein. Figure and legend both taken from reference 130.

After knockdown, HaCaT cells were incubated with or without PsVs for 5 h in order to see if integrin knockdown has an influence on the HPV mediated reduction of CD151 at the cell surface. Cells were fixed, permeabilized and immunostained for CD151 and PsVs. Images were recorded via STED microscopy in the focal plane of the basal membrane.

The knockdown of integrin α3 had no influence on the level of CD151 at the basal membrane (Figure 5.10 A, B). In cells treated with control siRNA, incubation with PsVs reduced the cell surface level of CD151 to roughly 77 %. Interestingly, in integrin α3 knockdown cells no significant reduction of CD151 occurred after PsV addition. Moreover, the number of PsV particles at the cell body was counted. No significant change in the PsV density was observed after integrin α3 knockdown when compared to control cells (Figure 5.10 C).
In integrin α6 knockdown cells, a huge impact on the CD151 level at the basal membrane was observed, as opposed to integrin α3 knockdown. Compared to control treated cells, integrin α6 depleted cells had only ~67% CD151 staining intensity (Figure 5.1 A, B). The small reduction in CD151 level induced by PsV incubation was abolished in integrin α6 knockdown cells. The knockdown effect on the PsV density was even more prominent. The particle concentration at the cell body was reduced by ~55% in integrin α6 depleted cells (Figure 5.1 C).
Figure 5.1 Integrin α6 knockdown reduces CD151 level and PsV density at the plasma membrane

HaCaT cells were transfected with integrin α6 siRNA and two days later incubated without or with HPV16 PsVs for 5 h. Cells were fixed, permeabilized, immunostained for CD151 (green) and L1 (red), and imaged by STED microscopy. Images are displayed employing linear lookup tables with constant scaling. (A) For each condition, overlays from an overview and a magnified view are shown. (B) Average CD151 immunostaining intensity and (C) the PsVs particle density (100% PsV density correspond to 1.4 particles/μm²). (D and E) Maxima size (D) and density (E) of individual cells were plotted against the average CD151 intensity. Values are shown as means ± SD (n = 60 cells collected from three biological replicates). The unpaired Student’s t-tests compare the conditions as indicated by the bars (B) or PsV to PsV and knockdown (C) (**p < 0.001; *p < 0.01; *p < 0.05). Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.
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Moreover, integrin α6 depletion has a strong effect on the basal membrane level of CD151 while integrin α3 knockdown has no effect. However, knockdown of both integrins abolished the PsV induced reduction of cell-surface CD151. Taken together, the data underline that, despite both integrins being required for infection and associating with CD151, they contribute differently to CD151 level and PsV-binding to the basal membrane.

When looking at the average cluster size and the density of CD151 in the cells, it can be noted that both parameters increase with rising CD151 level in the plasma membrane (Figure 5.1 D, E). This indicates that endogenous CD151 displays similar clustering dynamics as overexpressed CD151-GFP (Figure 5.4).

Since integrin α6 seems to influence the CD151 concentration in the plasma membrane, the question arises if CD151 in turn also influences the level of integrin α6 in the plasma membrane. Therefore, HaCaT cells were transfected with CD151-GFP and membrane sheets were generated. As a control, cells were electroporated without adding plasmid DNA. Membrane sheets were fixed, permeabilized and stained for GFP and integrin α6. Here, GFP was stained using a primary-secondary antibody combination to ensure signal amplification, giving a better signal compared to the use of nanobodies. Images were recorded using STED microscopy (Figure 5.12 A).

When CD151 was overexpressed, the average integrin α6 staining intensity increased by about 25 % (Figure 5.12 B). This suggests that overexpressing CD151 resulted in more integrin α6 protein reaching the plasma membrane.
Figure 5.12 CD151-GFP overexpression increases the level of cell surface integrin α6

(A) Membrane sheets from control and CD151-GFP overexpressing HaCaT cells, stained with antibodies for GFP (green) and integrin α6 (red). Images are displayed at arbitrary intensity scalings (linear lookup tables). (B) Average integrin α6 staining in membrane sheets from control and overexpression condition. Values are shown as means ± SD (n = 59 membrane sheets collected from three biological replicates). The unpaired Student’s t-test compares control to overexpression (***, p < 0.001; *, p < 0.05). Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.
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5.2 Roles of integrin α3 and α6 in HPV16 infection

The second aim of the study was to test whether integrin α3 and α6 have a functional role during the infection of a human keratinocyte cell line (HaCaT). While integrin α6 was already shown to be important for infection of various cell lines with papillomaviruses, the involvement of integrin α3 is less clear because of two inconsistent studies implying a role in HeLa cells but not in HaCaT cells. Therefore, we assessed the impact of the integrins in our HaCaT based infection model.

5.2.1 Impact of integrin knockdown on lysosomal capsid processing

After cell entry, the HPV capsid is trafficked to lysosomes where it becomes processed and degraded. Among others, lysosomal processing of the HPV16 L1 protein leads to one characteristic cleavage product of about 25 kDa. This degradation product can be used to quantify the amount of viral particles taken up by the cell. Throughout the study, HPV16 PsVs were used instead of native viruses, as only early steps of the viral infection were investigated that do not need the viral genome or viral replication.

To test the influence of integrins on viral uptake, HaCaT cells were depleted of integrins and incubated with HPV16 PsVs for 24 h. Afterwards, cells were extensively washed to remove unbound PsVs. The cells were lysed and the cleavage product was quantified by Western blot detection of the L1 protein. The knockdown of both integrins resulted in a strong depletion of the ~25 kDa L1 cleavage product. The relative band intensities were reduced by 73 % and 44 % in integrin α3 and α6 knockdown cells, respectively (Figure 5.13). As lysosomal degradation of the capsid protein L1 was severely reduced in the absence of both integrins, both proteins apparently play a role in the uptake of HPV16.
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Figure 5.13 Less lysosomal capsid processing after integrin α3 or integrin α6 knockdown
Integrin α3 or integrin α6 were knocked down in HaCaT cells by siRNA transfection (for knockdown efficiency see Fig. 5.9). Two days after transfection, cells were incubated for 24 h with HPV16 PsVs, washed, lysed and analyzed by Western blot for the viral protein L1 and its ~25 kDa cleavage product. Values were related to the control which was set to 100% and are given as means ± SD (n = 3 independent experiments). Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.

5.2.2 Impact of integrin knockdown on capsid disassembly
In a second approach, the cell entry of HPV16 PsVs was quantified by using the antibody L1-7 as a probe for capsid disassembly. This antibody binds to an epitope buried deep inside the viral capsid which becomes accessible only after capsid disassembly 31. HaCaT cells were treated with control or integrin siRNA and incubated with PsVs for 5 h. To study the effect of integrins on capsid disassembly, immunostaining followed by confocal microscopy was employed. Cells were also stained for actin, allowing the identification of cells (Figure 5.14 A). Optical sections were recorded in the cell body plane where most L1-7 staining was visible using actin
Figure 5.14 Integrin α3 or integrin α6 knockdown prevents capsid disassembly
Two days after transfection, cells were incubated for 5 h with HPV16 PsVs, washed, fixed, stained with an antibody (L1-7) that recognizes L1 after capsid disassembly, and imaged by confocal microscopy taking an optical section from the cell body. (A) Actin (cyan) and L1–7 (inverted greyscale) are each displayed at the same arbitrary scaling (linear lookup tables). From the optical section (A), an image analysis algorithm counted the number of detected vesicles per cell (B) and quantified the vesicle staining intensity (C). Values are given as means ± SD. For (B): n = 60 analysed cells collected from three biological replicates. For (C): individual vesicle intensity values were averaged per cell; cells without vesicles were excluded from the analysis (n = 58 - 60 cells collected from three biological replicates). Unpaired Student's t-test, comparing control to knockdown conditions (***, p < 0.001; **p < 0.01). Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.
staining as a reference for cell outlines. The number of L1-7-positive vesicles per cell was reduced by about a third in integrin knockdown cells (Figure 5.14 B). Additionally, fluorescence intensity of the vesicles was about 25 % lower in these cells, suggesting that the viral load per vesicle was also diminished (Figure 5.14 C). This indicates that viral endocytosis, resulting in capsid disassembly in lysosomes, is diminished after knockdown of both integrins.

Taken together, the results indicate that both integrins have a critical role in promoting HPV16 cell entry into HaCaT cells.

5.2.3 Contribution of integrins to cell-binding of HPV16 PsVs

The results above suggest that integrin α3 and α6 both have a role in promoting HPV cell entry to keratinocytes. Moreover, the functional relevance was verified in collaboration with the Florin group (University of Mainz, Germany) in a luciferase-based infection assay. The knockdown of both integrins resulted in less expression of the luciferase reporter plasmid, which is encapsidated by the HPV16 PsVs. Together, these findings underline the importance of both integrins for HPV infection.

After confirming that both integrins are functionally involved in HPV cell entry, the exact role of each integrin in this process needs to be determined. In principle, at least two scenarios are conceivable: the proteins can either promote PsV-binding to host cells or mediate endocytosis of cell-bound viral particles. Previous studies indicate that integrin α6 is involved in binding. For integrin α3, there is no evidence on its function yet. Therefore, the role of integrin α3 in cell binding was tested. To this end, HaCaT cells were depleted of integrins, incubated with PsVs for 1 h at 4 °C and extensively washed. However, PsVs that unspecifically adsorb to the substrate are a problem when lysing cells directly and trypsin treatment was shown to remove bound PsVs from cells. Therefore, cells were collected by direct mechanical scraping from
the substrate followed by extensive washing and lysing. The amount of cell-bound PsVs was quantified by Western blotting and detection of the L1-protein (Figure 5.15). When compared to control cells, the amount of PsVs bound to integrin α6 knockdown cells is strongly reduced by 40 % (Figure 5.15). Integrin α3 knockdown only has a minor effect, suggesting it has a role different from promoting PsV-binding to host cells. These results are in line with the PsV densities found in knockdown cells in immunofluorescence experiments (Figure 5.10 and 5.11).

**Figure 5.15 Knockdown of integrin α6 but not of integrin α3 strongly inhibits PsV binding**

Two days after siRNA transfection, cells were incubated for 1 h at 0 °C with HPV16 PsVs, scraped from the substrate, washed, lysed and analyzed by Western blot. Binding of viral particles was assayed by quantification of the L1 ~55 kDa band. The control value was set to 100 % and used for normalization. The CamVir1 anti-L1 antibody detects some unspecific bands (compare control cells treated with and without PsVs). Values are given as means ± SD (n = 4 independent experiments). Unpaired Student’s t-test, comparing control to knockdown conditions (***p < 0.001; *p < 0.05). Figure taken, legend taken and modified from reference 130.
5.3 Characterization of HPV16 viral entry platform

HPV16 PsVs associate with CD151 nanodomains on the cell surface (Figure 5.7). They also associate with nanodomains defined by tetraspanin CD151 in the plasma membrane. These local CD151 maxima also associate with integrins α3 and α6 maxima (Figure 5.4). The results described above confirmed that integrins α3 and α6 are functionally relevant during HPV16 cell entry (section 5.2). Yet, several questions remain unanswered. Do viral particles preferentially associate with one of the components? What is the local maxima composition at PsV attachment sites? Can an entry platform be defined?

In order to be able to analyse the PsV attachment site under non-overexpression conditions in a triple staining (viral particle, CD151 and integrins), it was not possible to visualize PsVs by antibody staining. This is because the available anti-HPV16 antibodies are either mouse or rabbit antibodies just like the best working anti-CD151 and anti-integrin antibodies. Therefore, so-called EdU modified PsVs were employed in these experiments. These pseudoviral particles contain a reporter plasmid where the thymidine analogue EdU is incorporated into the DNA. Thereby, the reporter plasmid DNA can be labelled directly with a fluorophore, in this case fluorescein, via click chemistry.

5.3.1 Association of PsVs with CD151 and integrin α6

HaCaT cells were seeded onto PLL-coated glass coverslips and incubated with EdU PsVs for 5 h. Thereafter, membrane sheets were generated. Samples were fixed, permeabilized, click-labeled with fluorescein and immunostained. Imaging was performed using STED microscopy. As can be seen, PsVs often overlapped with or were close to maxima positive for CD151 and/or integrin α6 (Figure 5.16 A, indicated by white circles). To confirm this visual impression, the PCC between PsVs and CD151 and
between PsVs and integrin α6 was calculated, respectively. As a control, the image of one channel within the analysed region of interest was flipped vertically and horizontally to mimic a random relationship between the channels. This value was then compared to the value obtained from the original image. While the PCC was quite low for both proteins (~ 0.07 and 0.05 for PsVs/CD151 and PsVs/integrin α6, respectively), the values were significantly higher than in the control, confirming the visual impression of specific association (Figure 5.16 B). To analyse the spatial relationship, the distance of a PsV to its nearest CD151 and integrin α6 maximum was determined. For individual PsVs pooled from all analysed membrane sheets, distances to CD151 and integrin α6 maxima were plotted against each other (Figure 5.16 C). In most cases, PsVs showed distances closer than 250 nm to their next maxima. Interestingly the distribution of very short distances appeared to be similar for both maxima types, suggesting none of them is preferred for association.

In recent years, it has been shown that proteins concentrate in protein clusters that contain many copies of a protein and have a size range of 100-200 nm \cite{85,134,135}. The maxima observed in this study have a similar size and could represent clustered proteins. Are all detected maxima protein clusters? It is possible that especially the dimmer maxima originate from background signal, like trapped antibody complexes that could not be washed off. Moreover, some of them may also arise from single molecules. When analysing the local composition of the PsV binding sites with reference to the association of PsVs with protein clusters, the many maxima not arising from protein clusters make it difficult to recognize specific association.
Figure 5.16 Viral particle distance to CD151 and integrin α6 maxima
Membrane sheets were generated from HaCaT cells treated for 5 h with EdU-PsVs. They were stained for EdU-PsVs (cyan lookup table; click-labelled with fluorescein), CD151 (green lookup table; immunostaining) and integrin α6 (red lookup table; immunostaining), followed by STED microscopy imaging. (A) Images from the three channels and an overlay are shown and displayed at arbitrary intensity scalings (linear lookup tables). Circles mark identical pixel locations. (B) Pearson correlation coefficient between PsVs and CD151 (left) and integrin α6 (right). A control value for randomized distribution ('flipped') was calculated after flipping of one channel. Values are given as means ± SD (n = 57 membrane sheets collected from three biological replicates). (C) For individual PsVs, the nearest distance to a CD151 and an integrin α6 maximum was plotted (the analysis includes 4452 PsVs from 57 membrane sheets collected from three biological replicates). Statistical analysis was performed employing the unpaired Student’s t-test comparing the original to the flipped images (***p < 0.001). Red boxes frame viral particles potentially used for further analysis of the platform area (Fig. 5.17). For this, only PsVs closer than 250 nm to bright CD151/integrin maxima were considered. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.
Indeed, in an initial analysis including all maxima, only little specific association was observed. Therefore, the data were filtered for more intense maxima. The assumption that the entry platform is defined by more intense maxima is supported by the data described above, where CD151 signal at PsV location increased during the infection process (Figure 5.7). Consequently, further analysis of the HPV16 entry platform was performed focussing on the 10-20 % most intense maxima that were assumed to be protein clusters. An entry platform is supposed to contain the components required for cell entry. Therefore, PsVs were considered to be potentially associated with an entry platform when they were closer than 250 nm to both, a CD151 cluster and an integrin α6 cluster. These PsVs were then used for further analysis of the composition of the entry platform. Within a 1 µm x 1 µm region centred to the PsV position, the numbers of CD151 and integrin α6 clusters were counted and regarded as the platform area composition (Figure 5.17 A, B). How do these regions differ from randomly chosen areas? To answer this question, the images from the CD151 and integrin α6 channels were flipped vertically and horizontally to create a random relationship to PsVs. For the same viral particles, the cluster densities in the randomized areas were quantified. In randomized areas, 1.5 CD151 clusters and 2.1 integrin clusters were found on average per µm², whereas platform areas contained on average 3.9 CD151 clusters and 4.9 integrin α6 clusters (Figure 5.17 B).
Figure 5.17 Local crowding of CD151 and integrin α6 clusters at PsV attachment sites

To characterize the anatomy of a possibly forming viral platform area, those PsVs from Figure 5.16 with a distance smaller than 250 nm to both a bright CD151 and integrin α6 maximum (for examples, see centrally located PsVs in the left panels in A) were selected. In a PsV centred 1 μm × 1 μm ROI the number of bright maxima (see methods) in the CD151 and integrin channels were counted. The same was performed after flipping the CD151/integrin channels, causing a randomized relationship between PsV-attachment sites and maxima (A, right panels). In the original images more closely associated maxima are present at sites of PsV-attachment. Images are displayed in cyan (PsV), green (CD151) and red (integrin) at arbitrary intensity scalings (linear lookup tables). (B) Quantification of the bright maxima in the 1 μm × 1 μm ROI. Values are given as means ± SD (n = 283 1 μm × 1 μm ROIs). Statistical analysis was performed employing the unpaired Student’s t-test comparing the original to the randomized condition (***,p < 0.001). The number of clusters per attachment site was highly variable. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.
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**Figure 5.18 Histograms illustrating the variability of the number of CD151 and integrin α6 clusters in the platform area**

Individual maxima/μm² from Figure 5.17 plotted as 2D histograms. For each presumed viral particle attachment site (283 PsVs), the number of bright integrin α6 maxima is plotted versus the number of bright CD151 maxima. Plots are shown for the platform and the randomized area. The histogram of the randomized areas is truncated at low count bins. The value at the zero/zero count bin reaches 68. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.

It should be noted that the composition of individual platforms was highly variable (Figure 5.18). Platform areas contained between 2 and 31 CD151 and integrin α6 clusters in total. Randomized areas comprised 25 clusters at most while a large part (43 %) contained less than two clusters. According to our definition, the platform has to contain at least 2 clusters (1 of each type), a restriction which does not apply to the randomized area. However, most platform areas consisted of 8 clusters or more (51 % of analysed platform areas). For randomized areas, this applied to only 13 % of all analysed areas.
5.3.2 Association of PsVs with CD151 and integrin α3

The relative association of PsVs to CD151 and integrin α3 was analysed in the same way as for integrin α6. HaCaT cells were plated onto PLL-coated glass coverslips and incubated with EdU PsVs for 5 h. Immunostaining of CD151 was performed using an alternative antibody (rabbit monoclonal) because the available anti-integrin α3 antibody was raised in mice, just like the anti-CD151 antibody used in all other experiments. Cells were fixed and permeabilised using methanol as according to the manufacturer’s instruction the rabbit anti-CD151 antibody requires this fixation method for proper epitope binding. It was not possible to efficiently screen the samples for membrane sheets due to the low staining intensities of the CD151 and integrin α3 antibodies. Therefore, the analysis was performed on intact cells as identification was possible due to intracellular signal. Just like for integrin α6, PsVs often overlapped with or were close to maxima positive for CD151 and/or integrin α3 (Figure 5.19 A, indicated by white circles). Again, the PCC between PsVs/CD151 and PsVs/integrin α3 was calculated, respectively (Figure 5.19 B). The PCC between PsVs and CD151 was comparable (0.05) to the value previously found on membrane sheets. However, the correlation coefficient for integrin α3 (0.12) was substantially higher than for the other two components. Both values were significantly higher than for randomized images, again confirming a specific association. The nearest distances of individual PsVs to both proteins pooled from all analysed cells were calculated and plotted against each other (Figure 5.19 C). Just like for membrane sheets, most distances to integrin α3 and CD151 were shorter than 250 nm. Again, the distribution of very short distances appeared to be similar for both maxima types.
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Figure 5.19 Viral particle distance to CD151 and integrin α3 maxima
HaCaT cells were treated for 5 h with EdU-PsVs. They were stained for EdU-PsVs (cyan lookup table; click-labelled with fluorescein), CD151 (green lookup table; immunostaining) and integrin α3 (red lookup table; immunostaining), followed by STED microscopy imaging. (A) Images from the three channels and an overlay are shown and displayed at arbitrary intensity scalings (linear lookup tables). Circles mark identical pixel locations. (B) Pearson correlation coefficient between PsVs and CD151 (left) and integrin α3 (right). A control value for randomized distribution (‘flipped’) was calculated after flipping of one channel. Values are given as means ± SD (n = 60 cells collected from three biological replicates). (C) For individual PsVs, the nearest distance to a CD151 and an integrin α3 maximum was plotted (the analysis includes 8519 PsVs from 60 cells collected from three biological replicates). Statistical analysis was performed employing the unpaired Student’s t-test comparing the original to the flipped images (***p < 0.001). Red box frames viral particles potentially used for further analysis of the platform area (Fig. 5.20). For this, only PsVs closer than 250 nm to bright CD151/integrin maxima were considered. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.
To characterize the anatomy of a possibly forming viral platform area, those PsVs from Figure 5.19 with a distance smaller than 250 nm to both a bright CD151 and integrin α3 maximum (for examples see centrally located PsVs in the left panels in A) were selected. In a PsV centred 1 μm × 1 μm ROI the number of bright maxima (see methods) in the CD151 and integrin channels were counted. The same was performed after flipping the CD151/integrin channels, causing a randomized relationship between PsV-attachment sites and maxima (A, right panels). In the original images more closely associated maxima are present at sites of PsV-attachment. Images are displayed in cyan (PsV), green (CD151) and red (integrin) at arbitrary intensity scalings (linear lookup tables). (B) Quantification of the bright maxima in the 1 μm × 1 μm ROI. Values are given as means ± SD (n = 678 1 μm × 1 μm ROIs). Statistical analysis was performed employing the unpaired Student’s t-test comparing the original to the randomized condition (***p < 0.001). Please note, that the number of clusters per attachment site was highly variable. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.
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Figure 5.21 Histograms illustrating the variability of the number of CD151 and integrin α3 clusters in the platform area

Individual maxima/μm² from Figure 5.20 plotted as 2D histograms. For each presumed viral particle attachment site (678 PsVs), the number of bright integrin α3 maxima is plotted versus the number of bright CD151 maxima. Plots are shown for the platform and the randomized area. The histogram of the randomized areas is truncated at low count bins. The value at the zero/zero count bin reaches 139. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 130.

For description of the anatomy of the entry platform with regard to CD151 and integrin α3, images obtained from the cells immunostained for CD151 and integrin α3 were processed in the same way as for the membrane sheets stained for CD151 and integrin α6. Thus, the data from Figure 5.19 were filtered for intense maxima that were regarded as protein clusters. Again, PsVs were assumed to possibly be attached to an entry platform if they were closer than 250 nm to both cluster types. The entry platforms were characterised by counting the cluster numbers of both proteins within a 1 μm x 1 μm region centred to the PsV position. Platform areas were compared to randomized areas created by flipping the CD151 and integrin α3 channels, therefore creating random relationships with regard to the PsV position (Figure 5.20 A, B). In randomized areas, 2.1 and 1.8 clusters per μm² were found for CD151 and integrin α3, respectively (Figure 5.20 B). These values are comparable to those previously found on randomized areas from membrane sheets stained for CD151 and integrin α6. Platform
areas contained an average of 4.5 CD151 clusters per µm² and for integrin α3 an average of 5.7 clusters per µm².

As already observed for CD151/integrin α6 platforms, individual CD151/integrin α3 entry platforms were highly variable in their composition (Figure 5.21). Platform areas contained between 2 and 28 clusters (per definition, platform areas contain at least one cluster of each type), which is comparable to CD151/integrin α6 platforms. Randomized areas contained a maximum of 22 clusters while a large part (38 %) contained less than two clusters. However, most platform areas (51 %) contained 10 clusters or more. For randomized areas, this applied to only 12 % of analysed areas.

Taken together, comparable results were obtained for the characterization of the viral entry platform area for both, CD151/integrin α6 on membrane sheets and CD151/integrin α3 on intact cells. By using the above definition for HPV16 platform areas, they are characterized by a region of the plasma membrane with a roughly 2.5-fold higher density of CD151 and integrin clusters compared to randomized regions.

It should be noted that the analysis of intact cells included almost twice as much PsVs as on membrane sheets. This may be due to the sheeting process. HaCaT membrane sheets are much smaller than intact cells, probably due to applying several ultrasound pulses to the coverslip. As PsVs often concentrate at cellular edges (see also Figure 5.22 A), it is possible that edge regions are often ripped off and by this reduce the PsV density on membrane sheets. Interestingly, integrin α3 concentrated in the same area as PsVs on numerous occasions, seemingly following the pattern of PsV distribution (Figure 5.22 A). To a lower extent, CD151 was distributed in a similar fashion. The same observation, albeit less frequently, was made on membrane sheets originated from HaCaT cells overexpressing CD151-GFP and fixed with PFA instead of methanol, suggesting that the observation is independent of the fixation method and sample preparation (Figure 5.22 B). This was not noted in the case of integrin α6. However, this should be verified using intact cells with intact cellular periphery.
Figure 5.22 PsV binding pattern imaged on intact cells or membrane sheets from cells overexpressing CD151-GFP

(A) Basal membrane of a HaCaT cell fixed with methanol (from the experiment shown in Figure 5.19). (B) Membrane sheet generated from a HaCaT cell overexpressing CD151-GFP and incubated with PsVs for 5 h before membrane sheets preparation. Sheets were fixed, permeabilized, and fluorescently labelled. PsVs (cyan) and integrin α3 (red) were immunostained and CD151-GFP (green).
was enhanced with GFP nanobodies. Exemplary images illustrate that independent from the fixation protocol and sample preparation in many cases integrin α3 (linear red lookup table) enriches at the cell periphery (B). In particular viral particles (linear cyan lookup table), but also CD151 (linear green lookup table), accumulate at the cell periphery. Images are displayed at arbitrary intensity scalings. Figure taken, legend taken and modified from reference 130.

5.3.3 Connection of the entry platform to the cytoskeleton

As pictured above, HPV16 PsVs associate with areas of the plasma membrane characterized by crowded TEM components. However, it remains unclear whether the virus targets entry platforms, which are already present on the cell surface, or if HPVs actively create their entry platforms by themselves. Do platforms mark viral attachment sites, or are bound viral particles transported to the platforms?

A previous study employing TIRF microscopy on living cells suggests that only PsVs that are associated with CD151 assemblies are internalized 48. From this study, the Florin group made some of the recorded TIRF movies available for the analysis of PsV and CD151-assembly mobility. There, HeLa cells were transfected with CD151-CFP and incubated for 1.5 h to 4 h with HPV16 PsVs labelled directly with Alexa488 via Alexa Fluor 488 succinimidylester. Cells were imaged for CD151-CFP and PsVs with TIRF microscopy by recording one image every six seconds (Figure 5.23 A and B). The TIRF movies were analysed for the mobility of PsVs and CD151-CFP assemblies at the plasma membrane. Here, the CD151 pattern is not well-resolved due to diffraction-limited resolution. Viral particles and CD151 structures were randomly chosen and tracked over a period of up to 180 s (Figure 5.23 B, C). Most PsVs were immobile on the cell surface. CD151 assemblies, however, displayed a much higher mobility and moved across the cell surface in many cases. The mean square displacement (MSD) for CD151 and PsV were calculated and plotted versus the time intervals, thereby highlighting the great mobility difference between both type of objects (Figure 5.23 D). In contrast to PsVs, the plot suggests a unidirectional flow for CD151-CFP.
Figure 5.23 Viral particle mobility
For the analysis, five movies were analyzed that were already published in part in reference 48. HeLa cells were transfected with CD151-CFP (shown in green) and incubated with Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488)-labelled HPV16 PsVs (shown in red) for 1.5–4 h, followed by imaging for 3 min at 0.166 Hz employing TIRF microscopy. (A) Overview from the two channels and overlay. The CD151 cluster pattern is not well resolved due to diffraction-limited resolution. (B) Magnified views (upper and lower rows are not the same field of view). Images taken from a 180 s sequence show the lateral mobility of a CD151-CFP particle (upper row) and PsV particle (lower row). Spherical CD151 structures often move directional. (C) Tracks of the object marked with an arrow in (B) and the centered viral particle in (B). (D) Mean squared displacement (MSD) plotted against time interval (n = 14–15 particles per channel) for CD151-CFP and PsV particles, respectively. (E) Diffusion coefficients for CD151-CFP and PsV particles. All values are given as means ± SEM. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 51.
This suggests an active transport of CD151, possibly linking the assemblies to motor proteins and cytoskeletal movement. For simplicity, the diffusion coefficients were calculated assuming random diffusion coefficients $D$. Diffusion coefficients were determined for each individual track and an average diffusion coefficient was calculated ($D = 9 \times 10^{-6} \, \mu m^2/s$ for PsVs and $D = 2.3 \times 10^{-3} \, \mu m^2/s$ for CD151-CFP assemblies, Figure 5.23 D). While individual diffusion coefficients for CD151 were highly variable, it can be concluded that these assemblies are much more mobile than viral particles, which remained almost immobile on the cell surface. The less mobile viruses combined with the fact that more viruses are associated with CD151 over time (Figure 5.7) suggest that platforms are forming around viruses rather than the viral particle being transported to the platform.

No matter if viruses bind to preformed structures or actively induce their formation, the entry platform needs to be connected in some way to intracellular dynamics to support the viral cell entry. Previous reports confirmed that HPV infection is dependent on actin dynamics $^{31,108,109}$. Noteworthy, a study performed by Shigeta et al. made a connection between CD151 and the actin cytoskeleton $^{113}$. In this study, antibody induced aggregation of CD151 resulted in the occurrence of aggregated actin at sites of patched CD151 signal. Interestingly, incubating the cells with anti-integrin $\alpha 3$ antibody had the same effect. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that HPV16 entry platforms defined by CD151 are connected to actin reorganization.

To further clarify whether PsV entry platforms are associated with the actin cytoskeleton, HaCaT cells were transfected with CD151-GFP and incubated with or without HPV16 PsVs for 3 h, followed by membrane sheet preparation. Samples were fixed, permeabilized, PsVs and F-actin and GFP signal was enhanced using nanobodies. Images were recorded via confocal microscopy (Figure 5.24 A). Large assemblies of CD151 were observed to colocalize with aggregated actin. Therefore, the fraction of CD151-GFP that colocalized with actin signal was calculated (Figure 5.24 B). Incubation
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with PsVs increased the ratio of colocalizing CD151-GFP/actin to total CD151-GFP from 0.2 to 0.3. On many occasions, PsVs could be observed at the edge or within such CD151-actin colocalizing structures (see magnified views of the PsV condition, Figure 5.24 A). Consequently, the data suggest a connection between CD151 platforms and the actin cytoskeleton.

Figure 5.24 Large CD151 assemblies coincide with intracellular actin accumulations

CD151-GFP transfected HaCaT cells were treated for 3 h without or with PsVs. Membrane sheets were generated, stained and imaged by confocal microscopy. Green (CD151-GFP; GFP signal was enhanced by nanobodies), red (PsVs visualized by L1 antibody labeling) and cyan (filamentous actin; fluorescently labelled phalloidin). Images are displayed using a linear lookup table. For each channel, the same arbitrary scaling was applied. (A) For each condition a membrane sheet is shown. Magnified views of the white boxes are shown, illustrating the
Results

For the CD151 and the actin channels, within a freehand ROI excluding membrane edges, the pixels with an intensity higher than the average ROI intensity were selected. Then, the number of pixels positive in both channels was related to the number of all positive pixels in the CD151 channel. Values are given as means ± SD (n = 45 membrane sheets collected from three biological replicates). Unpaired Student’s t-test (***p < 0.001). Figure and legend both taken from reference 130.

5.3.4 Additional components and 3D morphology of the entry platform

Apart from CD151 and integrins, more proteins are expected to be part of the entry platform. One of these candidates is the tetraspanin CD63. It was shown to be required for infection with HPV and it colocalizes with CD151 31. Its role is supposed to be controlling intracellular trafficking of viral particles 112. Large CD63 assemblies were observed on keratinocyte membrane sheets where they were observed to colocalize with HPV16 PsVs 111.

In the present study, the effect of PsV incubation on the aggregation of CD63 was investigated. Therefore, HaCaT cells were transfected with CD63-GFP and incubated with or without HPV16 PsVs for 3 h. Cells were fixed, permeabilized and stained for PsVs, GFP and F-actin. Images of the basal membrane were recorded via confocal microscopy (Figure 5.25). As can be seen, assemblies of CD63-GFP are already visible in the absence of PsVs. Viral particles concentrated predominantly at the cell periphery. Occasionally, PsVs crowded at CD63-GFP assemblies, which colocalized with actin, sometimes forming a ring-like pattern around these structures (Figure 5.25, left magnified view of the PsV condition). The number of CD63-GFP and actin assemblies was counted manually. PsVs barely increased the amount of CD63-GFP or actin assemblies found per cell (Figure 5.26 A and B).
Figure 5.25 CD63/actin positive structures in HaCaT cells in the absence and presence of PsVs

HaCaT cells were transfected with CD63-GFP and one day later incubated for 3 h at 37 °C without (left panels) or with (right panels) PsVs. Cells were fixed and stained for PsVs and actin with an antibody and fluorescently labeled phalloidin, respectively, and GFP signal was enhanced by nanobodies. Confocal scans from the basal cell membrane were recorded. The linear lookup tables illustrate the channels for CD63-GFP, actin and PsVs in green, red and cyan, respectively. Overlap between green and red is illustrated in yellow and overlap between all three channels in white. Examples of patched structures counted as assemblies in Fig. 5.26 are marked by arrows in the magnified views. For Fig. 5.26, assemblies were counted per cell base. Large continuous structures, like those often found at the cell periphery (see arrows in overview images) or CD63-vesicular structures in the perinuclear region (see asterisks) were excluded from the analysis. Figure taken, legend taken and modified from reference 136.
Figure 5.26 Quantification of CD63/actin positive assemblies in PsV treated and untreated HaCaT cells

The number of CD63 (A), actin assemblies (B) and of assemblies with overlapping CD63 and actin signals (C), which are a subset of (A) and (B), was counted manually in cells as shown in Fig. 1. (D) Regions of interest (ROIs) were placed on CD63/actin positive assemblies from PsV treated and untreated cells and the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) within the ROIs was calculated. Values are given as means ± SD (For A-C: n = 59 - 60 basal membranes collected from 3 biological replicates; for D: n = 120 - 195 overlapping assemblies as counted for C). Unpaired Student’s t-test, comparing PsV treated to untreated cells (**, p < 0.01). Data analysis and plotting was performed by Lisa Hitschler (AG Thorsten Lang). Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 136.

However, the amount of assemblies, which were positive for both proteins, increased significantly by about 50 % (Figure 5.26 C). The PCC between CD63-GFP and actin signal was calculated within ROIs placed on colocalizing assemblies from cells treated with or without PsVs. The overlap of these colocalizing assemblies did not differ between the two conditions (Figure 5.26 D). The results indicate that the PsVs increase the occurrence of organelles positive for CD63 and coated with actin.
The experiments above (Figure 5.24) showed that colocalization between CD151 and actin on membrane sheets even increased after PsV incubation. Consequently, the CD63/actin-rich structures may also contain the tetraspanin CD151. To clarify this, HaCaT cells were co-transfected with CD151-RFP and CD63-GFP. Cells were incubated with PsVs for 3 h in order to promote the occurrence of CD63/actin colocalizing assemblies. Cells were fixed, permeabilized and stained for GFP, RFP and F-actin. It was also speculated that these assemblies might represent large membrane invaginations. Therefore, a set of five confocal scans, each separated by 400 nm axial distance, was recorded for each cell starting at the basal membrane. As seen in the example shown in Figure 5.27, assemblies are spherical in shape with diameters in the range of a few micrometres. The assembly marked by an arrow has a strong tetraspanin signal at the basal membrane that remains intense until the + 800 nm section. Another assembly, marked by an asterisk, is barely visible at the basal membrane and displays increased signal in the above lying cell sections. This indicates that this assembly marks an organelle that might have already separated from the plasma membrane. The staining intensity of assemblies positive for CD151/CD63/actin was quantified at the basal membrane. Plotting the intensities of all three components against each other for individual assemblies revealed that in general, intensities correlate suggesting that the components depend on each other (Figure 5.28). The PCCs within the assemblies were calculated, yielding 0.44 ± 0.14 (CD63/actin), 0.39 ± 0.15 (CD63/CD151), and 0.41 ± 0.14 (CD151/actin). The high coefficients suggest that all three components are enriched to a comparable extent.
Figure 5.27 Assemblies enriched in CD63, CD151 and actin
HaCaT cells were transfected with CD63-GFP and CD151-RFP, and one day later incubated for 3 h at 37 °C with PsVs. Cells were fixed and stained for actin by fluorescently labelled phalloidin, and GFP- and RFP-signal was enhanced by nanobodies. An image stack was recorded starting at the basal cell membrane, with 400 nm axial distances between the optical sections. The linear lookup tables illustrate the channels for CD63-GFP, CD151-RFP and actin in green, red and cyan, respectively. Overlap between all three channels is illustrated in white. See Fig. 5.28 for the analysis of the relationship between the signals. An assembly marked by an arrow has an intense staining intensity in the lower optical sections. An asterisk marks an assembly barely visible in the basal section that shows increased staining intensity in the above lying optical sections. Figure taken, legend taken and modified from reference 136.
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Figure 5.28 Relationship between CD63, CD151 and actin signals
Analysis of aggregated assemblies shown in Fig. 5.27. The average intensities of actin and CD63 (A), CD151 and CD63 (B) and actin and CD151 (C) in assemblies recorded at the basal layer were plotted against each other. From the same regions the Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) were determined obtaining 0.44 ± 0.14 (CD63/actin), 0.39 ± 0.15 (CD63/CD151), and 0.41 ± 0.14 (CD151/actin) (values are given as means ± SD). (A-C: n = 49 assemblies from 20 cells collected from 3 biological replicates). Data analysis and plotting was performed by Lisa Hitschler (AG Thorsten Lang). Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 136.
5.3.4 Link to intracellular dynamics

A direct interaction between tetraspanins and filamentous actin has not yet been reported. However, patched tetraspanins clearly overlapped with intense actin staining. This suggests that a molecular link between the components must exist. OBSL1, thought to be a cytoskeletal adaptor protein closely related to obscurin, may represent such a molecular linker because OBSL1 was shown to interact with the HPV16 minor capsid protein L2 and to be required for efficient internalization and infection by the virus.

Thus, it was hypothesized that OBSL1 is also enriched in aggregated actin assemblies. For verification, HaCaT cells were transfected with V5-OBSL1 and incubated with HPV16 PsVs for 3 h to promote assembly formation. Cells were stained for V5 and F-actin and imaged via confocal microscopy. V5-OBSL1 seemed to overlap with actin especially where the actin staining had a more aggregated pattern and at cell-cell contact sites (Figure 5.29). The colocalization between OBSL1 and actin was analysed by calculating the PCC, differentiating between aggregated actin signal and more filamentous actin structures usually found at the cell periphery. The analysis revealed a striking difference between the two pools of actin, confirming the visual impression and suggesting OBSL1 has a strong preference for aggregated actin structures.

The question arises whether PsVs would be present at sites where actin and OBSL1 are co-enriched at the plasma membrane, possibly defining sites of endocytosis. In order to ensure that only early plasma membrane structures are imaged, membrane sheets were employed. Because the V5-OBSL1 construct does not express well in HaCaT cells and this cell line is very inefficient for the preparation of membrane sheets, HepG2 cells were used in this experiment. HepG2 cells were transfected with V5-OBSL1 and incubated with PsVs for 3 h followed by membrane sheet preparation. Samples were fixed, permeabilized and stained for V5-tag, PsVs and F-actin. Images were recorded via STED microscopy and screened for sites at which PsVs are in close proximity to
actin and OBSL1. Figure 5.30 shows the largest structure that could be found. In this image, the microscope resolves a central hole within an elongated filamentous actin structure. The OBSL1 signal overlapped quite well with the actin signal. Strikingly, several PsVs were present at the inner side of the ring-like structure. This example suggests that the extensive overlap between OBSL1 and actin, already observed in the previous experiment, occurs already at the plasma membrane.

Figure 5.29 Overlap between actin and OBSL1
HaCaT cells were transfected with V5-OBSL1 and one day post transfection cells were incubated with PsVs for 3 h, fixed and stained for V5 with an antibody and for actin with phalloidin conjugated to a fluorophore. The linear lookup tables illustrate the channels for V5-OBSL1 and actin in green and magenta, respectively. The similarity between the OBSL1 and actin signals was quantified by calculation of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) using squared ROIs placed on non-aggregated or aggregated actin structures. Values are shown as means ± SD (n = 21-27 ROIs collected from 39 cells pooled from 4 biological replicates). Unpaired Student’s t-test, comparing aggregated to non-aggregated actin (***, p < 0.001). Figure taken, legend taken and modified from reference 136.
Figure 5.30 Morphology of endocytic organelles
HepG2 cells were transfected with V5-OBSL1. One day post transfection, cells were incubated with PsVs for 3 h and then exposed to a brief ultrasound pulse, which removes the upper parts of the cells leaving behind the basal cell membranes. The linear lookup tables illustrate the channels for PsV, V5-OBSL1 and actin in red, green and magenta, respectively. Images were screened for locations at which PsVs are close to actin and OBSL1 positive structures. Shown is the largest example found. Figure and legend both taken and modified from reference 136.
**6 Discussion**

Infection by papillomavirus is a slow and asynchronous process involving many steps with entry kinetics in the range of several hours. While different cellular factors involved in the infection process have been identified, it remains largely unclear how they cooperate with each other to enable infection. Moreover, the precise role of numerous host factors remains in the dark. In this study, the functional and spatial relationship between several membrane proteins, which were shown to be involved in the HPV16 infection process (CD151, integrin α3, integrin α6), was investigated. The cellular proteins CD151, integrin α3 and integrin α6 were shown to form closely associated complexes on the cell surface, thereby forming functional entities. All three components were shown to cluster together at sites close to cell surface bound viral particles thus forming what can be defined as a viral entry platform. The tetraspanin CD151 could be regarded as the central membrane organizer that recruits the functional components for viral entry. These platforms were identified as sites of rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton. In addition, two further possible components of the entry platform were identified, CD63 and OBSSL1, the latter possibly representing the physical link between the cytoskeleton and the entry platform. Since numerous viruses make use of TEMs for endocytosis or exocytosis, the concept proposed in this study with one or more tetraspanins concentrating several host factors related to infection, may be a general mechanism for various viral infections.

**6.1 Plasma membrane distribution of CD151 and integrins**

In recent years, the amount of studies that reported a role for tetraspanins in viral infections increased. While some viruses bind directly to tetraspanins, like hepatitis C virus to CD81, involvement in other viral infections seems to be more indirect. In
MERS coronavirus and influenza A virus infections, host cell factors were concentrated in TEMs defined by CD9. Regarding HPV16 infection, CD151 was shown to be required for efficient infection of different cell lines. Moreover, it was shown to colocalize with viral particles during infection. Additionally, only viral particles associated with CD151 assemblies are internalized. However, no direct interaction between CD151 and HPV was reported to date. Based on current knowledge, it can be speculated that CD151 may organize a specialized type of TEMs containing one or several entry factors required for infection. Laminin binding integrins α3 and α6 are prominent candidates for such viral host cell factors, as they interact with CD151 and especially integrin α6 is known to be required for HPV infection. The role of integrin α3 is controversial since, according to Aksoy et al., this integrin is not required for HPV infection of HaCaT cells while Scheffer et al. found reduced infectivity in integrin α3 depleted HeLa cells. To examine a possible formation of TEMs containing laminin-binding integrins in keratinocytes, the spatial distribution of CD151, integrin α3 and integrin α6 in the plasma membrane of the keratinocyte HaCaT cells was investigated employing STED microscopy. In this experiment, overexpressed CD151-GFP was used. The Florin group verified the functionality of CD151-GFP for HPV16 infection. This was done by performing infectivity rescue experiments by overexpressing CD151-GFP in cells depleted of endogenous CD151. The experiment confirmed that overexpressed CD151-GFP restored infectivity to the same extent as overexpressed wildtype CD151.

In order to ensure that only plasma membrane distribution was analysed, membrane sheets were used. None of the three proteins was uniformly distributed across the plasma membrane. Instead, they seemed to concentrate in nanodomains quantified as local signal maxima displaying apparent diameters of about 100 – 200 nm. However, determining the exact size of the protein entities is challenging. Maxima sizes are assumed to be enlarged by the use of antibody labelling itself rendering size...
measurement difficult. The labelled proteins are coated by a shell of antibodies, therefore increasing the real size. A previous study analysing microtubuli estimated that labelling with primary-secondary antibodies enlarges the diameter of the observed structure by about 20 nm\textsuperscript{133}.

The lognormal distribution of the maxima sizes (Figure 5.5) led to the assumption that the small maxima sizes were not resolved properly, which would also corrupt measured sizes. This effect was particularly visible in integrin α3, which had the lowest average maxima size (Figure 5.4). This assumption was confirmed when estimating the PSF of the STED microscope. This was done by measuring the apparent size of antibody-labelled HPV16 PsVs. They can be used as standard due to their constant size, employing the same imaging conditions and considering the shell of fluorophores of about 20 nm. The images are blurred by PSFs of 64 – 97 nm. Therefore, the resolution is in the range of the smallest maxima. The signal-to-noise ratio is an additional factor that likely influences the observed maxima sizes. Samples displaying a low staining intensity, as was the case for CD151-GFP, also lead to an overestimation of the maxima size because small maxima, presumably containing less protein, may not be detected. Taken together, these technical issues all lead to an overestimation of the average maxima size. However, a large fraction of the maxima is clearly above the resolution limit and therefore does most likely not arise from single molecules but from protein clusters, which are often found to be in the same size range as in this study\textsuperscript{85,134,135}.

Of higher relevance than the exact sizes is the distance between the protein maxima, as this parameter helps figuring out if different maxima types are distinct segregated structures or arise from the same assembly where the individual components are evenly mixed. If maxima are distinct entities, the distance between neighbouring maxima is expected to be in the range of their sizes or above. For direct contact, the distance needs to be at least the sum of the radii of the respective maxima. If components are evenly mixed and maxima originate from the same entity, maxima
should be located at the very same position and display very short inter-maxima distances. In this study, the average distance between maxima was about 100 – 300 nm while distances differed greatly between the different maxima types (Figure 5.4). The nearest distances of CD151-GFP to integrin α3 and integrin α6 are 144 nm and 107 nm, respectively. With respect to the measured maxima sizes (Figure 5.4), these short distances, averaging even below the sum of the radii, would allow for mutual penetration and interaction of the maxima, especially in the case of integrin α6/CD151. However, as already discussed above, maxima sizes are corrupted. Therefore, it cannot be precisely concluded to which extent the maxima are mutually penetrating. Nevertheless, the average inter maxima distances strongly deviate from zero and are therefore not homogeneous mixtures of the components. The maxima originate from distinct separated entities that probably have contact at their edges, possibly mutually penetrating to some extent.

6.2 Influence of the CD151 expression level on cluster anatomy

Since CD151 was overexpressed for some experiments, it becomes important to discuss what this implies for the cell surface distribution and anatomy of TEMs. With respect to HPV infection, CD151-GFP was shown to be as functional as the wildtype form\textsuperscript{130}. Therefore, CD151-GFP is likely incorporated into the same domains as the endogenous tetraspanins. For verification, membrane sheets from CD151-GFP expressing HaCaT cells were stained with anti-CD151 antibody (Figure 5.3) and the calculated PCC (0.75) for GFP/antibody is even higher than the value previously found for a double-tagged protein (0.63)\textsuperscript{132}. Consequently, it can be safely concluded that CD151-GFP mixes with wildtype CD151 in the same domains.

Overexpression led to an average increase in CD151 plasma membrane level by 2.5-fold, (Figure 5.3). An increased CD151-level was accompanied by an increased density
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of detected nanodomains (Figure 5.4). To a lower extent, the size of the maxima was also enlarged. The same trend was observed in cells with endogenous and reduced cell surface levels of CD151 (Figure 5.11), where density and size of CD151 domains were again dependent on the individual expression level. Hence, wildtype CD151 and CD151-GFP display the same clustering behaviour. Moreover, CD151 nanodomains seem to be dynamic entities, as their size and number depend on the overall CD151 level. This clustering behaviour may be a general feature of protein clusters, as similar trends are observed for other proteins.

While the CD151 level has an impact on the CD151 maxima characteristics, it becomes interesting to know if the tetraspanin level also has an influence on TEM components. When overexpressing CD151-GFP, average staining intensity of integrin α6 was also increased. This finding might indicate a cotransport of CD151 and integrin α6 to the plasma membrane. In accordance with the idea of a cotransport, CD151 was found to bind integrin α6 precursor forms. The mutual dependence is further supported by the decrease of cell-surface CD151 after integrin α6 knockdown (Figure 5.11). This has interesting implications for HPV infection. It was reported that CD151 overexpression increases the susceptibility of cells for HPV16 infection. The effect may be explained by an increased number of TEMs containing viral host cell factors, such as integrin α6 on the cell surface thereby promoting cell entry.

6.3 Different roles for CD151, integrin α3 and integrin α6 in HPV16 infection

Integrin α6 is accepted to be a host cell factor required for infection by papillomaviruses. Flow cytometry experiments showed that the expression level of different cell lines correlates with the amount of bound HPV particles. Moreover, anti-integrin α6 antibodies are able to reduce virus binding to cells and overexpression of integrin α6 was shown to confer HPV binding to receptor-negative
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Immunoprecipitation suggests that binding occurs directly \(^{45}\). On the other hand, it is widely assumed that the HPV main receptors are HSPGs \(^{38,40,140}\).

In this study, depletion of integrin α6 strongly reduced PsV binding to HaCaT cells in both biochemical and microscopic experiments (Figure 5.15 and 5.11). In line with this, all investigated post-binding steps were likewise reduced after depletion: intracellular processing of the capsid (Figure 5.13 and 5.14), cointernalization of CD151 (Figure 5.11) and expression of the reporter plasmid (performed by the Florin group \(^{130}\)).

Taken together, the experiments confirm that integrin α6 is an important cellular factor for HPV attachment to host cells. Nevertheless, despite a relative high knockdown efficiency (Figure 5.9), roughly half of the PsVs remained bound to the cells. This fraction may represent PsVs bound to other cellular factors like the above-mentioned HSPGs. Other HPV binding proteins may be considered, such as growth factor receptors \(^43\) or laminin, the latter one having been shown to be able to act as primary attachment site \(^{44}\).

In this study, depletion of integrin α3 resulted in a strong reduction of all viral post-binding steps. The Florin group could also show that integrin α3 knockdown severely reduced infectivity with HPV16 PsVs \(^{130}\). However, integrin α3 depletion hardly reduced primary binding of PsVs in Western blot quantification (Figure 5.15). Likewise, PsV density at the basal membrane was not significantly affected by knockdown (Figure 5.10). Consequently, the role of integrin α3 seems to be in virus internalization rather than in virus binding. Integrins appear to be involved in signalling during HPV infection \(^{47,115,141}\), including activation of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and phosphoinositide-3- kinase (PI3K). Therefore, integrin α3 may be an indirect effector required for internalization. Activity of FAK is necessary for HPV uptake to early endosomes \(^{47}\). Moreover, adenoviruses internalization is known to be dependent on integrin αv and PI3K \(^{142}\). Recently, integrin α3 was shown to modulate EGFR expression \(^{143}\). This is particularly interesting in the context of HPV infection because EGFR binds
to HPV\textsuperscript{43} and entry platform formation was shown to be dependent on EGFR signalling\textsuperscript{51}. On the other hand, our findings contradict a study by Aksoy\textit{et al.} where integrin α3 knockdown had no effect on HPV infectivity\textsuperscript{138}. The discrepancy may result from the use of a much lower multiplicity of infection and a different infectivity-reporter system (GFP based reporter plasmid, quantification by flow cytometry) in the mentioned study.

Integrin α3 and integrin α6 may also have roles beyond the cell entry of HPV16. The Florin group, who performed the luciferase based infectivity measurements, used a reporter plasmid containing the HPV16 long control region. Noteworthy, depletion of integrin α3 inhibited promoter activity while it was strongly increased by integrin α6 knockdown\textsuperscript{130}. This suggests that integrins may not only be important for HPV16 cell entry but could also be important modulators of viral gene expression during the viral replication.

Previous TIRF life-imaging experiments employing CD151-CFP and fluorescently labelled PsVs showed that only PsVs, which were associated with larger CD151-CFP assemblies (here, assemblies were not resolved to cluster crowds), were internalized\textsuperscript{48}. This further emphasizes that HPV16 entry platforms are defined by CD151 cluster crowds.

The role of CD151 is most likely to incorporate integrins into TEMs\textsuperscript{139,144,145}. To date, CD151 was not shown to interact directly with HPV16. However, infectivity rescue experiments performed with CD151 mutants that do not associate with laminin-binding integrins, confirmed that the interaction between CD151 and integrins is crucial for HPV infection\textsuperscript{48}. Moreover, as already discussed above, CD151 could act as a carrier molecule by co-transporting host cell receptors like integrin α6 to the cell surface.
6.4 Association of viral particles with CD151/integrin defined entry platforms

If CD151 and associated integrins are involved in the entry process of HPV16 cell entry, viral particles should get in close proximity to these proteins on the cell surface during infection. Therefore, the spatial relationship between PsVs and CD151/integrin immunostaining was quantified.

Using EdU-PsVs, the association between viral particles and CD151/integrin α6 was investigated on membrane sheets (Figure 5.16). The calculation of the PCC between PsVs and CD151/integrin α6 was used to quantify the colocalization. Indeed, the PCC of both proteins was significantly higher than compared to randomized images, confirming a specific association. Albeit this, the PCC value was relatively low. One reason for this could be the use of STED-microscopy itself. Using this method, fluorescent signal is resolved into smaller entities. Therefore, staining that seems to overlap in diffraction-limited microscopy may be resolved into smaller domains that are in very close proximity, maybe even getting into contact, but not being located at the very same place, therefore reducing the overlap. Thus, as another parameter, the distance between PsVs and CD151/integrin maxima was considered. Most distances were in the range of a few hundred nanometres and PsVs were not specifically closer to integrin α6 maxima than to CD151 maxima. One explanation for this is that protein clusters only represent the non-interacting protein pool. In this case, clusters could act as a reservoir for receptor molecules and release single molecules into the cluster area to which viral particles could bind. Alternatively, a technical explanation might account for the observations. By binding to its receptor, viral particle could reduce the antigen accessibility to antibody staining. However, this possibility is not very likely as PsV binding in the integrin knockdown condition (Figure 5.10) does not reduce CD151 staining and CD151 intensity at PsV location increased over time (Figure 5.7). Moreover, integrin maxima are still occasionally visible at the very same location of the
PsVs (see immunostaining in section 5.3), which should not occur if PsV binding systematically shields the epitope of the antibody.

It is more likely that the observations mentioned above (low PCC and most PsV distances a few hundred nanometre away from the next maximum) may be due to the complex HPV16 entry process. The viral cell surface dynamics are incredibly slow and unsynchronized. A fraction of the PsVs could therefore be bound to other types of receptors like HSPGs, laminin, and growth factor receptors. Cell surface events also include capsid conformational changes and processing by cell surface cyclophilins and proteases; consequently viral particles must interact with these molecules at some point. PsVs being bound to other molecules would also explain why roughly half of the viral particles were still bound to the cells after integrin α6 depletion in both biochemical and microscopic experiments (Figure 5.15 and 5.11) despite a relatively high knockdown efficiency (Figure 5.9). However, the experiments in this study do not allow for differentiating between the binding states of the virus.

For association with CD151/integrin α3, an alternative anti-CD151 antibody was used (rabbit monoclonal instead of mouse monoclonal). Because of the low staining intensity of this antibody and of the anti-integrin α3 antibody, it was necessary to image intact cells, which are easier to identify due to intracellular staining, as it was not possible to screen for membrane sheets efficiently. Despite these differences in sample preparation, the PCC for CD151/PsV was comparable to the previous experiment and specific association was confirmed again. The PCC for integrin α3/PsV was substantially higher as for CD151/PsV and integrin α6/PsV, in accordance with the visual impression that the integrin α3 pattern follows the pattern of PsV distribution (Figure 5.22). However, PsVs were not specifically closer to integrin α3 than to CD151 or integrin α6 and again most distances were in the range of a few hundred nanometres.
Regardless of whether viral particles bind directly to protein clusters or to single molecules released to the surroundings, PsVs that are associated with the entry platform should be located in the proximity of respective protein clusters. As initially mentioned in section 5.3.1, some detected maxima, especially dimmer maxima, may not represent protein clusters but could arise from single molecules or trapped antibody complexes. Moreover, it was observed that the staining intensity of CD151 at PsV positions increased with rising incubation time (Figure 5.7). Consequently, the analysis focussed on the ~ 10 – 20 % brightest maxima for the description of the platform area. PsVs were considered to be potentially platform associated when they were closer than 250 nm to both the next CD151 and integrin cluster. The cluster density was then measured in a 1 µm x 1 µm square centred to these presumed platform associated PsVs. Compared to randomly chosen areas, the density of bright maxima for the three protein types was roughly 2-3-fold higher in platform areas. This suggests that HPV16 preferentially associates with cluster crowds that organize in an entry platform. However, the individual composition of the cluster crowds was highly variable (Figure 5.18 and 5.21). This may be explained by the analysis covering a wide range of binding states caused by the slow and unsynchronized infection process. Smaller cluster crowds could therefore be early stage platforms, while fully formed platforms may be best represented by the most densely packed platforms, in extreme cases containing more than 30 clusters. The platforms are likely even more densely packed, as in the triple stainings (PsV/CD151/integrin) only one of the integrins could be stained.

Moreover, additional components are expected to be present in these cluster crowds, as for example EGFR that is colocalized with CD151 and HPV16 \(^{51}\) and other integrins, as they exist as heterodimers.
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6.5 Additional platform components and link to intracellular dynamics

The entry platform likely contains components other than CD151, integrin α3 and integrin α6. Beside EGFR that was already shown to colocalize with CD151 and PsVs\(^5\) the platform is expected to also contain other tetraspanins. One additional component of the entry platform could be CD63 as it was shown to be required for infection with several HPV subtypes in different cell lines\(^10,11\). Moreover, it colocalizes with HPV and CD151 during infection\(^3\). However, it does not appear to have a role in the cell surface events of HPV infection as its knockdown does not prevent viral particles to be internalized\(^11\). Instead, CD63 controls the post-endocytic trafficking of HPV in a complex with syntenin-1\(^11\) with which it interacts through its cytoplasmic tail\(^9\). CD63 was shown to form assemblies colocalizing with PsVs on membrane sheets\(^1\), similarly to those observed for CD151 in this study. Therefore, it was speculated that these assemblies would also colocalize with assemblies of actin. Indeed, similar tetraspanin/actin assemblies were found employing overexpressed CD63-GFP. These assemblies often contained HPV16 PsVs or were framed by viral particles that occasionally formed ring-like structures (Figure 5.25). In double transfection experiments together with CD151-RFP, it could be shown that both tetraspanins are co-enriched in the same assemblies overlapping with actin. Taken together, it can be concluded that CD63 is also part of the viral entry platform.

6.6 Link of the platform to intracellular dynamics

In order to be able to enter the cell, platforms must be linked to intracellular dynamics. HPV enters the cell via a clathrin- and caveolin-independent but actin dependent entry pathway\(^3,10,10\). Therefore, it is likely that HPV16 entry platforms are related to actin dynamics. Indeed, assemblies of CD151-GFP were found to colocalize with assemblies of filamentous actin. The overall colocalization even increased after incubation with
HPV16 PsVs (Figure 5.24). The association of platforms with actin most likely accompanies the maturation process on the plasma membrane as these colocalizing assemblies were observed on membrane sheets. These findings draw interesting parallels to a study performed by Shigeta et al. In the mentioned study, incubation of A431 cells overexpressing CD151-GFP with antibody raised against CD151 resulted in aggregation of the tetraspanin. These assemblies also colocalized with assemblies of actin, similarly to the structures observed here in the context of HPV infection. Interestingly, incubation with anti-integrin α3 antibody resulted in the very same phenotype, indicating that the antibody crosslinks the same entities.

This suggests that the accumulation and aggregation of CD151 nanodomains on the cell surface could trigger intracellular signalling pathways that are required for cytoskeletal actin reorganization. In this context, HPV may promote this aggregation and cytoskeletal reorganization by crosslinking several CD151 nanodomains via binding to integrin α6. These CD151/actin assemblies may be structures related to focal adhesions, connecting extracellular components to the cytoskeleton. The fact that FAK signalling is activated during HPV infection supports this idea. It was suggested that laminin-5 binding to laminin-binding integrins is supported by CD151 and leads to the activation of FAK. HPV was shown to be able to bind laminin-5 as well as integrin α6. It is conceivable that HPV could promote the formation of focal adhesions by supporting the binding of laminin to integrins, thereby activating FAK.

Although not being an absolute requirement for infection, it was also observed that HPV particles induce the formation of filopodia that facilitate infection of cells. The formation of filopodia requires the activation of Cdc42. It has been shown that CD151 is able to mediate activation of Cdc42 via laminin-binding integrins. Even more remarkable is that plating cells on substrate coated with anti-CD151 or anti-integrin α3 resulted in extensive formation of filopodia. Taken together, these observations suggest that HPV utilize and activate focal adhesion related signalling.
structures in a CD151 and integrin dependent manner, leading to cytoskeletal reorganization and filopodia formation. Furthermore, physically linking the entry platform to the cytoskeleton needs to be achieved. OBSL1 is a poorly characterized cytosolic protein that is thought to be a cytoskeletal adaptor protein, based on structural and functional homology to the closely related protein obscurin\textsuperscript{117,152}. It is mainly known for its role in the 3-M syndrome\textsuperscript{127}. It was recently shown to interact with the HPV L2-protein and to be involved in endocytosis of viral particles\textsuperscript{118}. While OBSL1 does not seem to be involved in cell surface attachment of viral particles, it was shown to colocalize with CD151 and PsVs\textsuperscript{118}. Hence, OBSL1 is a strong candidate for linking the viral entry platform to the cytoskeleton during endocytosis. In accordance with this idea, V5-OBSL1 was observed to have a strong preference for association with aggregated actin structures similar to those found in the entry platforms (Figure 5.29). Moreover, preliminary observations indicate that OBSL1 can be found in early endocytic structures at the plasma membrane, also containing viral particles and actin (Figure 5.30). However, these HPV associated endocytic plasma membrane structures were only observed in HepG2 cells. This was due to a very low transfection efficiency of the V5-OBSL1 construct in association with the fact that HaCaT cells are quite resistant to membrane sheet generation. Hence, these findings need to be verified in keratinocytes. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that OBSL1 associates with the HPV entry platform and could act as the linker to the cytoskeleton.

6.7 Caught in the web or spinning the web?

HPV16 PsVs associate with large tetraspanins and integrin cluster crowds on the cell surface that colocalize with patched assemblies of actin. However, it is not fully resolved whether PsVs actively induce this patching process or bind to structures that
are already present on the cell surface. Under endogenous conditions, the occurrence of very large entry platforms was rather low. As already mentioned, HPV internalization is an asynchronous and very slow process with internalization half-times in the range of several hours. The low number of large platforms could be explained by a slow platform maturation process resulting in only few fully formed platforms after several hours. Therefore the data may cover a wide range of binding states. Alternatively, the observation could also be explained by platforms being quickly internalized after full maturation. Hence, the fraction of functional platforms would disappear from the plasma membrane, leaving behind only the smaller immature platforms. A former TIRF study suggests that only viral particles associated with CD151 assemblies are internalized. Most viral particles associated with assemblies were internalized within a time frame of a few minutes.

It was observed that most PsVs remained nearly immobile at the cell base (Figure 5.23), confirming previous findings, whereas in general, CD151 moved more quickly through the cell base. This is in line with the idea that a fully formed platform would quickly disappear from the plasma membrane. Therefore, it is more likely that the platforms slowly form at PsV attachment sites, especially as the CD151 staining intensity at PsV binding sites gradually increases during the infection process (Figure 5.7). However, this does not exclude that PsV can bind directly to functional platforms. The fact that the majority of PsVs remains immobile on the cell body could point to the involvement of components of the extracellular matrix, like laminin-5, and laminin-binding integrins.

The idea of assemblies being actively formed by viral particles was initially suggested in studies employing overexpressed tetraspanins. Indeed, the observation of large tetraspanin crowds was most prominent in the experiments relying on tetraspanin overexpression. Here, PsVs were shown to enhance the colocalization of CD151-GFP and actin on membrane sheets (Figure 5.24). Moreover, incubation with viral particles
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increased the occurrence of CD63-GFP/actin overlapping assemblies. However, tetraspanins, actin and even colocalizing assemblies were already present without addition of PsVs. But why are more large platforms visible upon overexpression? The size and frequency of these structures could be influenced by the availability of components. The CD151 maxima size and density was shown to be dependent on the expression level (Figure 5.3 and 5.11) and integrin α6 cell surface level and cluster density was also influenced by CD151 overexpression. It is noteworthy that CD151 overexpression was shown to enhance the activation of Cdc42 \(^{113}\), which is required for filopodia formation \(^{151}\). Therefore, it is conceivable that tetraspanin overexpression promotes the growth of focal adhesion related entry platforms.

The assemblies observed in overexpression experiments seem to reach diameters of a few micrometres. However, earlier experiments employing electron microscopy suggest that early endocytic structures are rather in the size range of a few hundred nanometres \(^{109}\). These only grew larger when actin polymerization was inhibited using cytochalisin D, thereby forming tubular structures around one micrometre in size. Another study also suggests that intracellular trafficking vesicles are quite variable in size, occasionally reaching the micrometre range \(^{112}\). However, the tetraspanin assemblies observed in those studies are much smaller than those observed in our overexpression experiments. It is possible that the size of endocytic structures is limited by the availability of platform components and that overexpression thereby greatly emphasizes an otherwise modest viral patching effect.

It is unlikely that HPV create a new type of cellular structure. Even if they seem to increase the occurrence of tetraspanin/actin assemblies in overexpression experiments, these structures can already be observed in the absence of viral particles and they could be related to focal adhesions. However, there is some evidence that HPVs seem to be able to actively spin their own tetraspanin web for endocytosis. The colocalization of CD151 and actin was enhanced upon PsV incubation, just like the
occurrence of CD63/actin structures. Moreover, if viral particles can promote the formation of their entry platform, they could thereby activate signalling pathways promoting cytoskeletal dynamics. Indeed, several observations point towards this possibility. HPVs actively induce the formation of filopodia in infected cells $^{47,150}$. Moreover, viral particles induce the activation of FAK $^{47}$ and PI3K $^{115}$ in an integrin dependent manner and HPV was reported to activate EGFR phosphorylation $^{43}$. If HPVs were passively endocytosed by being caught in the tetraspanin web, no activation of signalling pathways would be expected. Engagement of CD151 and integrin α3 with antibodies was previously shown to lead to cytoskeletal reorganization and filopodia formation $^{113}$. Engagement of CD151 also led to an activation of Cdc42 $^{113,114}$, which is a prerequisite for filopodia formation $^{151}$. Based on analogy, HPV particles could exhibit a crosslinking activity on tetraspanin/integrin nanodomains similar to these antibody-engagement effects, thereby promoting the formation of focal adhesion-like structures. This promoting activity could in turn be dependent on the concentration of TEM components on the cell-surface, which would explain why large tetraspanin/actin assemblies are especially visible in cells overexpressing tetraspanins. In conclusion, several observation indicate that HPV are able to spin their own tetraspanin web for endocytosis. Yet, this does not exclude the possibility that they are able to use functional platforms already present on the cell surface. To what extent HPVs contribute to the patching of TEMs and the formation of focal adhesion-like structures on the cell surface during cell entry, especially under endogenous conditions, needs to be investigated in more detail. Therefore, the question if HPV are caught in the tetraspanin web or spinning their own web cannot yet be fully answered.
6.8 Tetraspanin entry platforms in the infection by other pathogens

In this study, the anatomy and functionalization of the HPV16 entry platform was investigated and CD151 was found to recruit several proviral factors required for infection. These findings have direct implications for the infection process of cytomegalovirus, as similarities to HPV infection can be observed (Figure 6.1). IN CMV infection, CD151 was shown to have a role in cellular entry, despite not appearing to be a direct viral receptor. In contrast to HPV, CMV is an enveloped DNA virus. A general CMV receptor has not been identified to date. However, several host cell factors are discussed to be possible receptors, including integrins, EGFR and HSPGs, that may be organized in TEMs. Based on this analogy, it is possible that CMV uses the same entry platform as HPV to get access into host cells.

In a more general view, it is possible that the concept of a tetraspanin organizing all components required for viral cell entry or exit, may be a blueprint for numerous other viral infections. As already mentioned above, host cell receptors for MERS coronavirus and influenza A virus were shown to be concentrated in TEMs, as well as pseudoviral particles. Several other viruses also utilize TEMs during infection. CD81 not only mediates direct binding to HCV, it also associates with other HCV entry factors like Claudin-1, the GTPase HRas, Rap2B and integrin β1. In HIV infection, tetraspanins CD81 and CD9 modulate membrane fusion and thereby cell entry by co-clustering of receptor CD4 and coreceptor CXCR4. In infections by Lujo virus, CD63 was found to mediate fusion of virus and host cell membrane. Although its precise role remains unclear, TSPAN9 was shown to promote infection of several alphaviruses.
Figure 6.1 Tetraspanins involved in infections by human cytomegalo- and papillomaviruses

Model for the cell entry of HCMV and HPV. Both viruses are thought to enter the host cell via TEMs defined by CD151. CD151 knockdown was reported to inhibit cell entry of both pathogens. The enveloped HCMV virus releases its capsid in the cytosol either after direct fusion at the plasma membrane or in endocytosed vesicles. The capsid is routed to the nucleus where the viral DNA is uncoated. The non-enveloped HPV is taken up into endosomes in a CD151 dependent manner. Endosomes are routed in a CD63/syntenin-1 dependent manner to multivesicular endosomes where uncoating occurs and the L2/viral DNA complex is released. The L2/vDNA complex then translocates to the nucleus. Figure taken and modified from reference 111.

Besides their role in promoting cell entry of numerous viruses, tetraspanins were also reported to modulate viral exit. The budding of enveloped viruses occurs at cellular membranes and was reported to be organized by tetraspanins for several viral infections. In HSV-1 infection, the viral protein VP26 interacts with TSPAN7. This interaction is required for viral particles being able to exit the cell 167. For influenza A, CD81 is not only required for viral entry but also for viral exit. CD81 is recruited into
large assemblies at the viral budding sites and is required for the release of viruses, as CD81 depletion impairs the scission of viruses from the plasma membrane \(^{168}\). In a similar fashion, CD81 and CD9 are recruited to the sites were the HIV Gag protein is inserted to the plasma membrane and tetraspanins are incorporated in the budding virions \(^{169-171}\).

However, the involvement of tetraspanins is not restricted to viral infections, but a role in infections by bacterial pathogens was also reported. For example, the FimH adhesin of uropathogenic *E. coli* directly interacts with TSPAN21, also known as uroplakin Ia \(^{172}\). Moreover, CD81 is required for cellular invasion of *Listeria monocytogenes* and tetraspanins are recruited to the bacterial entry site \(^{173}\).

Tetraspanins, notably CD151, CD63 and CD9, promote adherence of *Neisseria meningitides* to host cells and similar effects were observed for several other bacterial species \(^{174}\).

### 6.9 Viral entry platforms as targets for therapeutics

All these reports emphasize one substantial aspect: tetraspanins are involved in a wide variety of infections by bacterial and viral pathogens. This makes them very interesting as potential targets for therapeutic broad range drugs. Targeting host cell factors also has the advantage of avoiding the build-up of resistance mechanisms in pathogens. In fact, tetraspanins are currently investigated as targets for therapeutic mAbs in the treatment of cancer \(^{175}\) and targeting of CD37 already moved on to clinical trials in humans \(^{176}\). Similar approaches could be used for antiviral treatments, especially where therapeutic options are limited like it is the case for CMV \(^{177}\). At least for HCV, treatment with anti-CD81 antibody was shown to prevent infection in an *in vivo* mouse model \(^{178}\). However, mAbs targeting tetraspanins are not widely investigated in clinical studies for viral infections.
Another approach could be the use of small peptides as antiviral drugs. Treatment of cells with small peptides comprising the C-terminal or LEL part of tetraspanins exhibited inhibitory effects on infection of HPV and CMV \(^{110}\). Pretreatment of cells with recombinant proteins containing the LEL part of tetraspanins also reduced the adherence of *Neisseria meningitides* to host cells, which could be reproduced for several other bacterial species \(^{174}\). Thus, small peptides derived from tetraspanins could be a promising broad range therapeutic option for the treatment of many viral and bacterial infections involving TEMs.

### 6.10 Conclusions and implications of the study

Regardless of their involvement in viral entry or viral exit, tetraspanins do not have a catalytic activity of their own. In contrast, their promoting activity seem to rely on their ability to interact with numerous other partner proteins, either by binding directly to viral proteins or by gathering several host cell factors required for viral infection.

The HPV internalization is a complex and not fully understood process involving many steps. Here, we were able to show that viral particles associate with large assemblies of CD151 consisting of several nanodomains. These assemblies are functionalized by at least two components: integrin α6 for virus binding and integrin α3 for virus endocytosis. Furthermore, the assemblies seem to contain CD63 and to be sites of actin accumulation possibly promoted by virus-cell contact. The entry platforms apparently extend into the cell interior and could be possibly linked to the cytoskeleton via the adaptor protein OBSL1. However, the platforms do not seem to be a new type of structure per se, but to be related to focal adhesions. Since CD151 interacts with numerous proteins, the entry platform likely contains additional components. In fact, it is noteworthy that numerous observations related to HPV binding and internalization can be related directly or indirectly to CD151 (for a
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schematic overview, see Figure 6.2). Laminin-5 can act as a transient HPV receptor \(^{44}\). Through its interaction with laminin-binding integrins, which are associated with CD151 \(^{137}\), it could facilitate the transfer of viral particles to the entry platform. CD63, which was shown to interact with HPV16 PsV in a complex with syntenin-1 \(^{112}\), was also observed to colocalize with CD151 \(^{31}\). As it is required for intracellular trafficking of the virus, it may connect the entry platforms to intracellular dynamics. The cytoskeletal adaptor protein OBSL1 is also colocalized with CD151 and interacts with the viral L2 capsid protein \(^{118}\). Therefore, it may couple the entry platform to reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton required for internalization. HPV was observed to greatly induce the formation of filopodia which in turn enhance infectivity of host cells \(^{149,150}\).

Engagement of CD151 and integrin α3 was also shown to induce filopodia formation \(^{113}\), likely via activation of Cdc42 \(^{113,114}\). HPV was further observed to bind and activate EGFR \(^{43}\), which colocalizes with CD151 and viral particles \(^{51}\). Direct interaction of CD151 and EGFR was also reported \(^{119}\). It is well established that HPV uses HSPGs as receptor \(^{38,39}\), notably Syndecan-1 and Syndecan-4 \(^{40,50}\). Interestingly, Syndecan-1 and Syndecan-4 interact with integrin α6β4 via cytoplasmic interactions with the β4 subunit \(^{179}\). Activation of FAK, which is required for infection, is reported to be dependent on integrin α6 \(^{47}\), just like activation of PI3K \(^{115}\).

HPV associates with annexin A2 heterotetramer at the cell surface through interaction with the L2 capsid protein \(^{120,122}\). L2 exposure requires conformational changes of the capsid, which is facilitated by the activity of Cyclophilin B \(^{60}\). In addition, Kallikrein-8, a secreted serine-protease, was shown to cleave L1 in the extracellular space, which is also thought to contribute to L2-exposure \(^{58}\). L2-exposure in turn is also needed for cleavage of the minor capsid protein via furin, a step required for HPV infection \(^{180}\).
Figure 6.2 The HPV related CD151 web
Schematic representation of HPV interaction partners, molecules activated during HPV infection or cellular functionalities promoting/required for HPV infection that can be related directly or indirectly via associated integrins to CD151 (see text). HPV interaction partners are indicated in red. Thick lines represent reported direct interactions of CD151.

However, it is not clear whether all these steps occur in TEMs organized by CD151. Therefore, more work is needed in order to investigate if all host cell effectors of HPV infection are indeed present in the viral entry platform defined by CD151. Another question that remains to be answered deals with the coordination of the association with tetraspanins and viral particles in time and space. It is conceivable that the
Discussion

different molecules enter the platform at different time points and distinct maturation stages can be distinguished, which has to be assessed in the future. With all these observations that can be related to CD151, it is tempting to speculate that CD151 may not just organize a single step in the entry pathway, but could in fact be able to form a platform containing all required components for HPV binding and internalization.

In conclusion, the model proposed here, a viral entry platform organized by a tetraspanin recruiting several host cell factors required for the different steps of pathogen internalization, could be a general building principle applicable to many other viruses and other pathogens. However, more work is needed to identify more components of the tetraspanin-based HPV16 entry platform and how the components coordinate in time and space during infection.
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